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BOB HOPE “HOLLYWOOD BURBANK” 
AIRPORT PROJECT  

Historical Resources Assessment 

Introduction 

Executive Summary 
Environmental Science Associates (ESA) has been retained by RS&H to 
prepare a Historical Resources Assessment (Report) in support of an 
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for the proposed Bob Hope 
“Hollywood Burbank” Airport Replacement Terminal Project (Proposed 
Undertaking).  The Burbank-Glendale-Pasadena Airport Authority (Authority), 
the owner of Bob Hope ‘‘Hollywood Burbank’’ Airport (Airport or BUR), 
proposes to replace the existing 14-gate passenger terminal located in the 
southeast quadrant of the Airport property with a new 14-gate passenger 
terminal in the northeast quadrant (also known as the former Lockheed-
Martin B-6 Plant site) of the Airport property.  As part of the Proposed 
Undertaking, the existing passenger terminal would be demolished and 
parallel Taxiways A and C would be extended full length to the ends of 
Runways 15-33 and 08-26, respectively.  The Federal Aviation Administration 
(FAA) is the lead federal agency and thereby charged with conducting 
Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA), 16 United 
States Code (USC) 470(f), and its implementing regulations under 36 Code 
of Federal Regulations [CFR] Part 800 (Section 106). This report has been 
prepared in compliance with Section 106 to determine whether the Proposed 
Undertaking would cause adverse effects to historic properties.  

Survey and research were conducted to evaluate the eligibility of the 
Terminal Building (also known as Building 10) because of its association with 
early commercial air travel.  The Terminal Building (built in 1929) served as 
the main hub for arriving and departing flights when originally constructed; 
in addition, the building provided space for administrative functions with 
offices for airport staff.  The Terminal Building also served as the Airport’s 
Traffic Control Tower until a new replacement Airport Traffic Control Tower 
was constructed in 1992.  The existing Terminal Building remains in its 
original location and has a similar footprint and overall form and massing to 
the original building; however, the building is substantially changed from the 
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original as a result of extensive remodeling, reconstruction and alterations 
over the course of its ninety-year history so that it no longer retains integrity 
to convey its significance in the history of early commercial air travel in order 
to be eligible for the National Register of Historic Places (National Register) 
as an individual resource.  Extensive remodeling during the 1950s changed 
the Terminal Building’s style from Spanish Colonial Revival to Modern. 
Substantial fire damage in 1966 destroyed the control tower and second 
floor; after the fire, the Terminal Building was substantially reconstructed, 
and many later alterations have since been completed.  As a result, the 
existing Terminal Building does not retain any integrity from its original 
construction and is not eligible for the National Register as an individual 
resource.   

This Report also considered whether the Terminal Building and other 
buildings associated with it retained enough integrity to constitute a National 
Register district.  This potential district would be comprised not only of the 
Terminal Building but also the support facilities that were associated with its 
operation, such as hangars/aircraft shelters, passenger terminals, airport 
traffic control towers, ground service facilities, administration facilities, and 
flight training facilities.  The period of significance for the potential historic 
district (district) was identified in this report as 1929-1949, beginning with 
the time that the original Terminal Building was first completed in 1929 and 
extending until 1949, the year that marked a precipitous decline in the 
number of annual passengers served as the newly-constructed Los Angeles 
Municipal Airport (now known as Los Angeles International Airport) began to 
draw passengers to it.  

However, due to the extensive alterations to the Terminal Building, this 
Report concludes that it lacks enough integrity to be considered a contributor 
to a potential district.  Moreover, in regard to the other buildings that would 
support the establishment of a district, only buildings constructed for use as 
hangars remain from the period of significance (Hangars 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 7A, 
34, and 35).  While these retain a high enough level of integrity to be 
considered contributors to a potential district, other types of buildings 
associated with early airports no longer remain extant.  Based on the lack of 
integrity of the Terminal Building as well as the absence of extant early 
airport-related building types other than hangars, the Airport property was 
found to lack a sufficient degree of integrity to adequately convey the 
significance as a district.  Finally, this Report also considered whether a 
potential district existed at the Airport property based upon the Lockheed 
Aircraft company’s long ownership and occupancy there.  The company 
owned the Airport property for a 38-year period of time, from 1940 to 1978, 
and the company’s occupancy of a portion of the property extended beyond 
its period of ownership by another eleven years, until 1989.  However, the 
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majority of the facilities related to that context have been demolished.  
Therefore, based on these findings, ESA has concluded that the Airport does 
not qualify as a district associated with early commercial air travel or events 
related to Lockheed Aircraft’s history. 

While the Airport property does not appear eligible as a district, it was also 
necessary to evaluate all existing buildings over 50 years in age on the 
airport property for eligibility as individual resources.  To this end, ESA 
evaluated eleven (11) buildings and structures (airplane hangars)—in 
addition to the aforementioned Terminal Building—in order to ascertain 
whether they might be individually eligible to the National Register, as 
follows:  

• Building 3;

• Hangar 1;

• Hangar 2;

• Hangar 4;

• Hangar 5;

• Hangar 6;

• Hangar 7;

• Hangar 7A;

• Hangar 22

• Hangar 34;

• Hangar 35.

Based upon our evaluation, ESA found that Building 3, Hangars 4 and 5, 
Hangars 6, 7, and 7A, Hangar 22, and Hangars 34 and 35 do not meet the 
threshold of significance as individual resources and appear ineligible to the 
National Register.  This finding was largely consistent with previous 
evaluations from 1987 and 2002, which found the Terminal Building (Building 
10), Building 3, Hangars 4 and 5, and Hangars 6, 7, and 7A ineligible to the 
National Register.  Hangars 1 and 2, which are relocated and have not been 
previously evaluated, are largely intact from their original construction and 
appear eligible to the National Register by ESA through survey evaluation 
under Criterion C and Criteria Consideration B for their architectural 
significance and value as rare examples of similar early commercial aviation 
hangars constructed in 1929. 

The Proposed Undertaking would include the demolition of the airline cargo 
building and Terminal Building (Building 10) by the Authority.  The Terminal 
Building (Building 10) has been identified in this Report as ineligible to the 
National Register either individually or as a contributor to a district.  The 
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airline cargo building was constructed between 1980 and 1989 and does not 
meet the 50-year age threshold to qualify as a historical property.  
Therefore, ESA concludes that the Proposed Undertaking would not affect 
historic properties since neither of the buildings to be demolished are eligible 
to the National Register, and no eligible historic district was identified on the 
airport property.  Furthermore, the Proposed Undertaking would not demolish 
or alter Hangars 1 or 2, which are considered eligible to the National Register 
as the result of survey evaluation by ESA.  Thus, no further evaluation of 
historical resources is required for compliance with Section 106. 

Project Location 
The Proposed Undertaking would be located within the City of Burbank 
(Figure 1).  Specifically, the Proposed Undertaking is located within the 
Burbank USGS 7.5-minute topographic quadrangle; Sections 3, 4, 5, 9, 32, 
and 33; Township 1 and 2 North and Range 14 West (Figure 2).  Land uses 
surrounding the Proposed Undertaking consist primarily of residential and 
commercial development to the north, south, east, and west, a cemetery to 
the south, and Interstate 5 (I-5) to the east. 

The Airport property is divided into quadrants by the intersecting runways, 
commonly referred to as the northeast, southeast, southwest, and northwest 
quadrants (Figure 3).  The northeast quadrant of the Airport property 
contains a 152-acre portion of the former Lockheed B-6 Plant site.  This 
currently undeveloped property is used for airport passenger and employee 
automobile parking, movie equipment staging, and truck/recreational vehicle 
parking.  The northeast quadrant is the preferred location for the 14-gate 
replacement passenger terminal.  The existing 14-gate passenger terminal 
building complex is in the southeast quadrant of the Airport property.  The 
passenger Terminal Building complex is about 78 acres in size, and it also 
contains the Regional Intermodal Transportation Center (RITC), structured 
parking, and surface parking.  The approximately 118-acre southwest 
quadrant is used for general aviation hangars and aircraft parking aprons.  
The northwest quadrant of the Airport property is about 161 acres and 
contains the Aircraft Rescue and Firefighting (ARFF) building, aircraft 
hangars, and fixed-base operators.  
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Figure 1 Regional Location 
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Figure 2 Area of Potential Effect 
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Figure 3 Airport Quadrants 
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Project Description 
The Proposed Undertaking includes replacement of the existing 14-gate 
passenger terminal located in the southeast quadrant of the Airport with a 
new 14-gate passenger terminal in the northeast quadrant (also known as 
the former Lockheed B-6 Plant site) of the Airport.  The existing passenger 
terminal would be demolished and parallel Taxiways A and C would be 
extended full length to the ends of Runways 15-33 and 08-26, respectively. 
Specifically, the Proposed Undertaking is as described below: 

Construction of a replacement passenger terminal:  The 355,000-
square-foot replacement passenger terminal would have 14 gates and 
would meet FAA airport standards.  The replacement passenger terminal 
would be developed in accordance with modern passenger terminal design 
standards to provide enhanced passenger amenities, security screening 
facilities that meet the latest Transportation Security Administration (TSA) 
requirements and adequate space for other airport facilities including hold 
rooms, baggage claim areas, and public areas that are designed for the 
aircraft that airlines routinely operate.  Additionally, the replacement 
passenger terminal would be designed to meet California Building Code 
seismic design standards for a new building.1

Construction of a 413,000-square-foot aircraft parking apron:  The 
aircraft parking apron would accommodate 14 aircraft.  

Construction of an employee automobile parking lot:  About 200 
spaces would be provided for employee parking in a surface parking lot 
north of the proposed replacement passenger terminal.  Additional 
employee parking would be provided by converting existing public parking 
facilities in the Southeast Quadrant to employee parking.  

Construction of a public automobile parking structure:  The public 
automobile parking structure would be at least five levels, but not more 
than seven levels, and would include a valet drop-off and pickup area.  
The total number of public parking spaces at the Airport would not exceed 
6,637 spaces, per the Conceptual Term Sheet agreed upon by the Airport 
and the City of Burbank.2  The 6,637 parking spaces is consistent with the 
current number of public parking spaces that currently exist at the 
Airport.  

1  International Code Council. (2016). California Building Code, Chapter 16 – Structural 
Design. Retrieved October 2018, from International Code Council: 
https://codes.iccsafe.org/content/chapter/1832/?site_type=public. 

2  City of Burbank, Bob Hope Airport Replacement Terminal Conceptual Term Sheet, 
November 8, 2016. 
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Construction of a new passenger terminal access road:  A new multi-
lane road extending from the intersection of North Hollywood Way and 
Winona Avenue would be constructed.  This road would loop around the 
proposed parking structure to provide vehicle access to the replacement 
passenger terminal and parking structure, thus allowing curb-front access 
to the passenger terminal and recirculation around the Airport.  A 
secondary point of access would connect the passenger terminal access 
road with Cohasset Street and Lockheed Drive, providing access to San 
Fernando Road from both Cohasset Street and Lockheed Drive.  

Realignment of Avenue A:  Avenue A, the existing passenger terminal 
loop road in the southeast quadrant of the Airport would be realigned.  
The east-west segment of Avenue A would be shifted to the south to 
permit the extension of Taxiway C, and the north-south segment of 
Avenue A would be shifted to the east to permit the extension of Taxiway 
A. The realigned Avenue A would continue to provide access to the
Regional Intermodal Transportation Center and long-term parking in the
southeast quadrant of the Airport.

Construction of replacement airline cargo building:  An 8,000-
square-foot replacement airline cargo building would be constructed 
adjacent to the north of the replacement passenger terminal building. 

Construction of replacement Aircraft Rescue and Firefighting 
(ARFF) station:  The existing ARFF station is in a hangar in the 
northwest quadrant of the Airport.  A new ARFF station would be 
constructed south of the replacement passenger terminal, and existing 
ARFF operations would be relocated.  Vehicle access to the new ARFF 
station would be provided via the new passenger terminal access road.  
The existing ARFF hangar in the northwest quadrant of the Airport would 
become available for general aviation uses. 

Construction of  ground support equipment (GSE) and passenger 
terminal maintenance building:  A new 8,000-square-foot GSE and 
passenger terminal maintenance building would be constructed adjacent 
to the north of the replacement passenger terminal building just south of 
Cohasset Street.  About 2,000 square feet would be used for equipment 
and tool storage in addition to office space for maintenance staff. 

Construction of a central utility plant:  A new central utility plant 
would be constructed adjacent to the north of the replacement passenger 
terminal building in an area just south of Cohasset Street.  

Construction of ground access vehicle storage and staging:  A 
ground access vehicle storage and staging area for taxis, shared vans, 
and transportation network companies (e.g., Uber, Lyft, etc.) would be 
constructed on the north side of the new passenger terminal access road 
west of the North Hollywood Way / Winona Avenue entrance.  
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Taxiway A and Taxiway C Extensions:  Taxiway A would be extended 
from Runway 08-26 south to the Runway 33 threshold, and Taxiway C 
would be extended between Taxiway G and the Runway 26 threshold.  
Thus, both Taxiways A and C would be extended to provide full-length 
parallel taxiways.   

Realignment of the Airport service road:  The Airport service road in 
the southeast quadrant of the Airport would be relocated.  

Demolition of passenger terminal:  The existing 232,000-square-foot 
passenger terminal would be demolished. 

Removal of commercial aircraft ramp and adjacent taxilanes:  The 
existing commercial aircraft ramp and adjacent taxilanes would be 
demolished. 

Removal of parking booth:  The existing parking booth would be 
removed to allow for vehicle storage and staging. 

Removal of employee parking lot:  The existing employee surface 
parking located on the western portion of Parking Lot A and the employee 
parking lot in the southeast quadrant would be removed. 

Removal of Parking Lot A:  The existing public parking portion of 
Parking Lot A would be closed and all structures would be removed. 

Removal of Parking Lot B:  Existing Parking Lot B would be closed and 
all structures within Parking Lot B would be removed.  

Removal of Parking Lot E:  Existing Parking Lot E would be closed and 
all structures within Parking Lot E would be removed. 

Removal of public parking structure:  The existing public parking 
structure adjacent to the existing passenger terminal would be 
demolished. 

Removal of tenant lease area:  The existing pavement for the tenant-
leased property would be removed to allow for the development of the 
replacement passenger terminal building.  

Demolition of airline cargo and GSE maintenance building and 
associated pavement:  The existing 16,000-square-foot airline cargo 
and GSE maintenance building would be demolished.  

Demolition of shuttle bus dispatch office and staging area:  The 
existing shuttle bus dispatch office and staging area would be demolished. 

The two figures that follow illustrate the scope of both construction and 
demolition that is encompassed in the Proposed Undertaking, as described 
above (see Figure 4 and Figure 5). 
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Figure 4 Proposed Undertaking Construction 

Sources: Authority, 2016; RS&H, 2018. 
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Figure 5 Proposed Undertaking Demolition 

Sources: Authority, 2016; RS&H, 2018. 
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Regulatory Context 

Federal  
National Environmental Policy Act 
The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) establishes national policy for 
the protection and enhancement of the environment.  Part of the function of 
the federal government in protecting the environment under NEPA is to 
“preserve important historic, cultural and natural aspects of our national 
heritage” (42 United States Code [USC] Section 4331(b)) and to provide for 
public participation in the consideration of cultural resource issues, among 
others, during agency decision making.  Under NEPA, in determining whether 
a federal action “significantly” affects the quality of the human environment 
federal lead agencies consider the unique characteristics of the affected 
geographic area, such as proximity to “historic or cultural resources, park 
lands, prime farmlands, wetlands, wild and scenic rivers, or ecologically 
critical areas” (40 Code of Federal Regulations [CFR] 1508.27(b)(3)), or the 
degree to which the action may adversely affect “districts, sites, highways, 
structures, or objects listed in or eligible for listing in the National Register of 
Historic Places” or may cause loss or destruction of “significant scientific, 
cultural, or historical resources” (40 CFR 1508.27(b)(8)). 

National Historic Preservation Act 
The principal federal law addressing historic properties is the National Historic 
Preservation Act (NHPA), as amended (54 United States Code of Laws [USC] 
300101 et seq.), and its implementing regulations (36 CFR Part 800).  
Section 106 requires a federal agency with jurisdiction over a proposed 
federal action (referred to as an “undertaking” under the NHPA) to take into 
account the effects of the undertaking on historic properties, and to provide 
the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation (ACHP) an opportunity to 
comment on the undertaking.  

The term “historic properties” refers to “any prehistoric or historic district, 
site, building, structure, or object included in, or eligible for inclusion in, the 
National Register” (36 CFR Part 800.16(l)(1)).  The implementing regulations 
(36 CFR Part 800) describe the process for identifying and evaluating historic 
properties, for assessing the potential adverse effects of federal undertakings 
on historic properties, and seeking to develop measures to avoid, minimize, 
or mitigate adverse effects.  The Section 106 process does not require the 
preservation of historic properties; instead, it is a procedural requirement 
mandating that federal agencies take into account effects to historic 
properties from an undertaking prior to approval. 
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The steps of the Section 106 process are accomplished through consultation 
with the State Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO), federally-recognized 
Indian tribes, local governments, and other interested parties.  The goal of 
consultation is to identify potentially affected historic properties, assess 
effects to such properties, and seek ways to avoid, minimize, or mitigate any 
adverse effects on such properties.  The agency also must provide an 
opportunity for public involvement (36 CFR 800.1(a)).  

National Register of Historic Places 
The National Register of Historic Places (National Register) was established 
by the NHPA of 1966, as “an authoritative guide to be used by federal, State, 
and local governments, private groups and citizens to identify the Nation’s 
historic resources and to indicate what properties should be considered for 
protection from destruction or impairment” (36 CFR 60.2) (U.S. Department 
of the Interior, 2002).  The National Register recognizes a broad range of 
cultural resources that are significant at the national, state, and local levels 
and can include districts, buildings, structures, objects, prehistoric 
archaeological sites, historic-period archaeological sites, traditional cultural 
properties, and cultural landscapes.  As noted above, a resource that is listed 
in or eligible for listing in the National Register is considered “historic 
property” under Section 106 of the NHPA. 

To be eligible for listing in the National Register, a property must be 
significant in American history, architecture, archaeology, engineering, or 
culture. Properties of potential significance must meet one or more of the 
following four established criteria:3 

A. Are associated with events that have made a significant contribution to
the broad patterns of our history;

B. Are associated with the lives of persons significant in our past;

C. Embody the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of
construction or that represent the work of a master, or that possess high
artistic values, or that represent a significant and distinguishable entity
whose components may lack individual distinction; or

D. Have yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important in
prehistory or history.

3  The Code of Federal Regulations, Title 36. Parks, Forests and Public Property, Chapter 1 
National Park Service, Department of the Interior, Part 60, National Register of Historic 
Places provides the criteria for evaluation under 36 CFR 60.4; an electronic copy of the 
Code of Federal Regulations is  available at https://www.law.cornell.edu/cfr/text/36/part-
60 (accessed January 8, 2020). For more information on how to apply the four eligibility 
criteria, see also the National Register Bulletin 15: How to Apply the National Register 
Criteria for Evaluation (Washington D.C.: U.S. Department of the Interior, 2002), 2.   
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In addition to meeting one or more of the criteria of significance, a property 
must have integrity. Integrity is defined as “the ability of a property to 
convey its significance”4 .  The National Register recognizes seven qualities 
that, in various combinations, define integrity. The seven factors that define 
integrity are location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, and 
association.  To retain historic integrity a property must possess several, and 
usually most, of these seven aspects.  Thus, the retention of the specific 
aspects of integrity is paramount for a property to convey its significance.  

Ordinarily religious properties, moved properties, birthplaces or graves, 
cemeteries, reconstructed properties, commemorative properties, and 
properties that have achieved significance within the past 50 years are not 
considered eligible for the National Register unless they meet one of the 
Criteria Considerations (A-G), in addition to meeting at least one of the four 
significance criteria and possessing integrity5.  For instance, Criteria 
Consideration B, which applies to moved properties, recognizes that “a 
property removed from its original or historically significant location can be 

eligible [ESA’s emphasis] if it is significant primarily for architectural value or 
it is the surviving property most importantly associated with a historic person 
or event.”6  Therefore, any property that meets this Criteria Consideration—
in addition to meeting one of the two specific significance criteria called out 
in the Criteria Consideration and possessing integrity—could still be 
potentially eligible to the National Register despite the property having been 
moved in the past. 

Archival Research and Field Survey 
ESA conducted a study that meets Section 106 requirements and that 
includes an evaluation of the buildings on the Airport property that either 
meet the 50-year threshold for eligibility to the National Register or were 
approaching historic age (45 years or older).  In addition, buildings on 
adjacent parcels within the immediate vicinity that either met the 50-year 
threshold for eligibility to the National Register or were approaching historic 
age (45 years or older) were also surveyed in order to determine whether 
any individually-eligible buildings were present in order to account for both 
potential direct and indirect effects.  The intent was that the entirety of the 
Airport property and its immediate environs would be included within the 
assessment.  For this effort, ESA consulted guidance provided by the Federal 

4  U.S. Department of the Interior, 2002. National Register Bulletin: How to Apply the 

National Register Criteria for Evaluation. Washington D.C. 
5  U.S. Department of the Interior, 2002. 
6  See U.S. Department of the Interior, National Park Service, “How to Apply the Criteria 

Considerations” in National Register Bulletin #15: How to Apply the National Register 
Criteria for Evaluation (Washington D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1997), 27. 
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Aviation Authority (FAA) titled Section 106: How to Assess the Effects of FAA 

Actions on Historic Properties under Section 106 of the National Historic 

Preservation Act.7  Each of the ESA staff members who participated in this 
study meet the Secretary of the Interior’s Professional Qualification 

Standards for architectural history.  Professional qualifications are provided in 
Appendix A. 

This historic resources assessment involved a review of the National Register 
and its annual updates, the California Register of Historical Resources 
(California Register), the statewide Historical Resources Inventory (HRI) 
database maintained by the California State Office of Historic Preservation 
(OHP), and the City of Burbank’s inventory of historic properties to identify 
any previously recorded properties within or near the Airport property, as 
well as environmental review assessments for other projects in the vicinity.  
An intensive pedestrian survey was also undertaken to document the existing 
conditions of the property and adjacent parcels.  In addition, the following 
tasks were performed for the study: 

• Photographed the subject property and examined other properties in the
area that exhibited potential architectural and/or historical associations.

• Conducted site‐specific research on the property utilizing building permits,
assessor’s records, Sanborn fire insurance maps, City directories,
historical photographs, California Index, Avery Index, Online Archive of
California, USC Digital Collections, historical Los Angeles Times, and other
published sources.

• Reviewed historic as-built plans archived by the Authority’s facilities
department and conducted research at the City of Burbank Building
Division.

• Reviewed and analyzed ordinances, statutes, regulations, bulletins, and
technical materials relating to federal designation assessment processes,
and related programs.

• Evaluated potential historic properties based upon criteria used by the
National Register.

• Assessed the Proposed Undertaking for its potential to effect identified
historic properties and the potential to affect the continued eligibility of
two structures—Hangars 1 and 2—to the National Register

7  Federal Aviation Authority, Section 106: How to Assess the Effects of FAA Actions on 
historic Properties under Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act, June 2015. 
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Area of Potential Effects 
An Area of Potential Effects (APE) was established for the Proposed 
Undertaking according to Section 106 guidelines and in coordination with the 
FAA. An APE is defined as: 

…the geographic area or areas within which an undertaking may 

directly or indirectly cause alterations in the character or use of 
historic properties, if any such properties exist. The APE is 
influenced by the scale and nature of an undertaking and may 

be different for different kinds of effects caused by the 
undertaking (36 Code of Federal Regulations [CFR] 800.16[d]). 

For this undertaking, the APE for historic architecture resources includes two 
different APEs that have been identified, a Direct APE (D-APE) and an 
Indirect APE (IN-APE) (Figure 6).  For evaluation of historic architecture 
resources, the study area includes the D-APE which encompasses the entire 
airport footprint, including all buildings, structures, and infrastructure that 
are either historic in age (50 years or older) or approaching historic age (45 
years or older) related to the airport and associated uses.  The study area for 
historic architecture resources was surveyed for above-ground resources that 
are historic in age and that could potentially have a change of setting as a 
result of the addition of new buildings or the demolition of existing buildings 
within the D-APE.  The study area for the historic architecture resource 
record search (0.5-mile radius around the D-APE), and survey results, as well 
as the description of the undertaking, were used to inform the IN-APE. The 
IN-APE is the area immediately surrounding the Airport, and it encompasses 
all of the above-ground properties that comprise the “view-shed” in its 
entirety—that is, the IN-APE will encompass the entire area in which the 
Proposed Undertaking may visually affect above-ground structures because 
they share a line-of-sight with it.  

Records Search 
A records search for the Proposed Undertaking was conducted by ESA staff 
on July 12, 2018 at the California Historical Resources Information System 
(CHRIS) South Central Coastal Information Center (SCCIC) housed at 
California State University, Fullerton.  The records search included a review 
of all previously documented cultural resources and cultural resources studies 
within the D-APE and a 0.5-mile radius.  The records search also included a 
review of the National Register and the statewide Historic Resources 
Inventory listings in an effort to identify all properties that are either listed in 
the National Register or determined eligible for the National Register. 
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Previous Cultural Resources Investigations 
The records search indicated that a total of 28 cultural resources studies 
have been conducted within a 0.5-mile radius of the D-APE (Appendix B).  
Of these 28 studies, five (LA-06754, -08104, -10756, -11155, and -11307) 
included portions of the D-APE.  Approximately 60 percent of the records 
search radius and 75 percent of the D-APE appear to have been included in 
past cultural resources studies.  

Previously Recorded Cultural Resources 
The records search results indicate that 10 historic-period architectural 
resources have been previously recorded within a 0.5-mile radius of the D-
APE in past cultural resources studies.  These are presented in Table 1.  Of 
the 10 historic-period architectural resources, seven (P-19-173146, -186574, 
-187105, 187327, 187328, 187329, and 187330) are identified as existing
within the D-APE.  Five of these seven historic-period architectural resources
-187105, 187327, 187328, 187329, and 187330 were simply identified as
resources in previous reconnaissance level surveys; however, according to
the California Historical Resource Status Codes assigned to them (“7N”), they
have never been formally evaluated for their eligibility to the National
Register.  The sixth historic-period architectural resource—the Hamilton Aero
Hangar, United Airport (186574)— is currently a State Historical Landmark 1-
679/Point of Historical Interest that was designated prior to January 1998
and, according to the California Historical Resource Status Code assigned to
it (a “7L”), is in need of reevaluation; however, it is not currently listed or
identified as potentially eligible for the National Register.  Finally, the Old
Trapper’s Lodge is assigned a California Historical Resource Status of “7N,”
meaning that it needs to be reevaluated as a potential historical resource.
The need for reevaluation appears to be due to the fact that the Old
Trapper’s Lodge was previously designated as California Historical Landmark
939 in 1977 when it was in its original location at 10340 Keswick Avenue at
San Fernando Road, which is in close proximity to the Airport property.
However, since its designation, the Old Trapper’s Lodge has been relocated
to Los Angeles Pierce Cleveland College, Cleveland Park, 6201 Winnetka
Avenue, Woodland Hills, California.8  Therefore, this historic-period
architectural resource once existed within the D-APE but is no longer located
there.  As described here, then, none of the seven historic-period
architectural resources within the D-APE is listed on or identified as

8  The relocation of the landmark is described on the California State Office of Historic Preservation’s website that
provides information about California Historical Landmarks, which is available at 
https://ohp.parks.ca.gov/?page_id=21427  
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Figure 6 APE Map 
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TABLE 1 
PREVIOUSLY RECORDED ARCHITECTURAL RESOURCES WITHIN 0.5-MILE OF THE D-APE 

Primary 

Number 

(P-19-) 

Permanent 

Trinomial 

(CA-LAN-) Other Designation Description 

Date 

Recorded 

Approximate 

Distance 

from APE 

173146* - Old Trapper's Lodge Historic-period 

registered landmark 

#939 including folk art 

installations 

1977 Resource 

previously 

was within the 

D-APE;

however, the

resource has

been

relocated

outside the D-

APE

180686 - Portal of the Folded Wings 

Shrine to Aviation 

Historic-period structure 

and entrance way for 

the Valhalla Cemetery 

1997; 2012 South of the 

D-APE

186574* CA-LAN-060 Hamilton Aero Hangar, 

United Airport 

Historic-period airport 

hangar 

2012 Within the D-

APE 

187105* - United Airport District Historic-period Terminal 

Building 

1987 Within the D-

APE 

187327* - Pasadena Airport Hangar 3 Historic-period airport 

hangar 

1987 Within the D-

APE 

187328* - Burbank-Glendale-Pasadena 

Airport Hangars 4 and 5 

Historic-period airport 

Hangars 

2002 Within the D-

APE 

187329* - Burbank-Glendale-Pasadena 

Airport Hangars 6, 7, 7a, and 

7b 

Historic-period airport 

hangar 

2002 Within the D-

APE 

187330* - Burbank-Glendale-Pasadena 

Airport Hangar 22 

Historic-period airport 

hangar 

2002 Within the D-

APE 

188007 - Old San Fernando Rd Historic-period multi-

lane urban roadway 

2006; 2011 Adjacent to 

the D-APE 

190053 - 3024 N Hollywood Way 

Commercial Bldg. 

Historic-period industrial 

building 

2012 Adjacent to 

the D-APE 

* Within D-APE

potentially eligible for the National Register.  The only historic-period 
architectural resource listed on the National Register—the Portal of the 
Folded Wings Shrine to Aviation (P-19-180686) is located outside of the D-
APE but within a 0.5-mile radius of it. 

The records search for cultural resources within the vicinity of the Proposed 
Undertaking (approximately 0.5-mile radius) involved review of previous 
surveys, records, and reports on file at the South Central Coastal Information 
Center (SCCIC) records center and ESA's in-house files.  As the Airport 
property is located within a dense, urban setting with limited visibility, a 
0.50-mile radius records search was conducted in order to identify any 
properties within the project vicinity that are either listed in the National 
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Register or determined eligible for listing.  This was done for the purpose of 
analyzing potential indirect impacts to any properties eligible to the National 
Register that may have views of the D-APE.  Once these resources were 
identified, both the National Register and the statewide Historical Resources 
Inventory were consulted to determine if any of these resources had status 
at the federal level as either properties listed in the National Register or as 
properties determined eligible for the National Register.   

As previously mentioned, there is only one (1) historic resource, the Portal of 
the Folded Wings Shrine to Aviation (Primary # 19-180686), which is listed 
on the National Register in the study area.  It is located 0.30 miles (1,690 
feet) to the south of the D-APE at the entrance to the Pierce Brothers 
Valhalla Memorial Park Cemetery.  No other properties listed in or 
determined eligible for the National Register were found within a 0.50-mile 
vicinity of the D-APE.  Because the Portal of the Folded Wings Shrine to 
Aviation is shielded from the D-APE by industrial buildings improved along 
the south side of Vanowen Street, the historic resource has no views of the 
D-APE.

Survey 
In accordance with Section 106, all properties within the D-APE before 1974 
require formal historical significance evaluation.  Therefore, a pedestrian 
survey of the D-APE was conducted on September 25, 2018 by ESA staff 
architectural historians, Gabrielle Harlan, Ph.D., and Ashley Brown, M.A. 
which encompassed a total of eighteen buildings (and/or structures).  The 
survey was aimed at identifying historic properties within or immediately 
adjacent to the D-APE  

However, a large portion of this area, containing a total of twelve buildings 
(including the existing Terminal Building), also was previously subject to 
survey and formal evaluation by ESA for the preparation of a study 
conducted in April 2016 entitled Historical Resources Assessment and 

Environmental Impacts Analysis [for the] Burbank Bob Hope Airport (2016 
HRA) under the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA).9  The 2016 HRA 
evaluated whether a potentially-eligible district existed on the airport 
property as associated with the United Air Terminal building complex first 
constructed there in 1929.  This report established the context for evaluating 
the significance of extant remains of the United Air Terminal building complex 
as well as defined an appropriate period of significance (1929-1949) for 
assessing the potential district. Therefore, the twelve buildings in this portion 

9  Margarita C. Jerabek, et al., Historical Resources Assessment and Environmental Impacts 
Analysis [for the] Burbank Bob Hope Airport (Santa Monica: PCR Services Corporation, 
2016). 
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of the Detailed Study Area were re-surveyed by ESA on September 25, 2018, 
in order to provide updates to their existing conditions and to ascertain 
whether any additional information was needed to conduct the Section 106 
level assessment.  The six buildings within the D-APE that had not previously 
been subject to survey by ESA in 2016 were included in the 2018 survey.  

As part of the current survey effort, existing on-site buildings and structures 
within the D-APE—as well as the immediate surroundings—were 
photographed and recorded, including the twelve buildings previously 
surveyed in 2016.  All of the buildings and structures on the Airport property 
that were surveyed by ESA as part of the 2016 and 2018 surveys are shown 
in Figure 7.  Based upon the results of the previous 2016 survey and the 
current re-survey, ten of the buildings contained within the D-APE—including 
the Terminal Building— do not appear eligible to the National Register either 
individually or as district contributors.  However, two of the buildings 
Hangars 1 and 2—do appear eligible to the National Register as individual 
structures.  Therefore, as part of the recent survey conducted on October 26, 
2018, the continued integrity of these two structures was confirmed; both 
structures appear to retain sufficient integrity to convey their historic 
significance.  

Of the six additional buildings and structures that were newly surveyed on 
September 25, 2018, only one additional potentially-eligible historic 
architectural resource was identified.  Hangar 22 (Primary #19-187105) was 
identified as a potentially-eligible resource, as it meets the 50-year age 
threshold for potential resources eligible to the National Register, as it was 
constructed sometime between 1955 and 1960.  Research indicates that 
Hangar 22 is likely significant only as a potential contributor to a district, not 
as an individually-eligible resource. However, since the 2016 HRA 
recommended that the grouping of eleven surveyed buildings on the property 
appeared ineligible as a district, and because the period of significance for 
this grouping terminated six years before Hangar 22 was constructed, 
Hangar 22 is not considered eligible as a district contributor.  As Hangar 22 
appears ineligible to the National Register as either an individually eligible-
building or as a district contributor, it is not considered a historic property 
within the D-APE. 

This review of historic registers resulted in the identification of one (1) 
previously-recorded historic property, the Portal of the Folded Wings Shrine 
to Aviation (Primary #19-180686), which is located 0.30 miles (1,690 feet) 
to the south of the northeast quadrant at the entrance to the Pierce Brothers 
Valhalla Memorial Park Cemetery.  The Portal of the Folded Wings Shrine to 
Aviation is listed on the National Register.  No additional historic properties 
listed on the National Register were identified within a 0.50-mile vicinity of 
the Airport property.  
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Figure 7 Map Showing the Location of Buildings and Structures 
Evaluated on the Airport Property 
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The Proposed Undertaking does not have the ability to affect the integrity of 
any identified historic properties—such as the Portal of the Folded Wings 
Shrine to Aviation—in regard to location, design, materials, workmanship, 
feeling or association.  The demolition and construction of new buildings at 
the Airport only has the ability to indirectly affect the setting of potential 
historic properties with respect to views.  Therefore, the IN-APE includes only 
those previously recorded historic properties or potential historic properties 
within the view-shed of the Proposed Undertaking.  Because the Portal of the 
Folded Wings Shrine to Aviation is shielded from the northeast quadrant by 
industrial buildings improved along the south side of Vanowen Street, the 
historic property has no views of the northeast quadrant; therefore, for this 
reason, ESA chose to exclude it from the IN-APE. 

Environmental Setting 

Background Information on the Historic Setting of the 
Airport Property 
The information below presents the historic background necessary to 
understand the setting of the Airport property.  This is then followed by the 
two historic contexts under which the Airport property was evaluated, followed 
by a description of its ownership over time and its construction history.  

Early Development of the City of Burbank (1888-1933) 
The City of Burbank was originally part of the Tongva Native American 
region, which spread from what is today Los Angeles County and the 
northern section of Orange County.  In 1798, the Spanish Crown granted 
36,000 acres of the Tongva land to Corporal José Maria Verdugo, which was 
called Rancho San Rafael.  Verdugo had been active in the army until that 
time, but decided to retire and became a rancher. He raised herds of cattle, 
horses, sheep and mules on the Rancho and also grew watermelons, corn, 
beans, pepper and fruit.  The Rancho also included what is today Glendale, 
Eagle Rock and Highland Park.  By 1850 there were roughly 10 dwellings on 
the Rancho. In 1857, the Verdugos traded roughly 4,000 acres of Rancho 
San Rafael to Jonathan R. Scott for a roughly 6,000-acre portion of Rancho 
La Cañada which bordered the north end of Rancho San Rafael.10 

In 1843, a 4,600-acre Mexican land grant was granted to Commandante 
General Jose Castro.  The land grant, Rancho La Providencia, bordered the 

10   Galvin Preservation Associates, City of Burbank: Citywide Historic Context Report, 
prepared for the Burbank Heritage Commission and City of Burbank Planning Division 
(September 2009). 
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southwestern boundary of Rancho San Rafael and includes the current 
boundaries of the City of Burbank.  By 1851, two original members of the Los 
Angeles City Council, Alexander Bell and David W. Alexander, purchased 
Rancho La Providencia.  In 1866, Dr. David Burbank (1821-1895) purchased 
the 4,600-acre Rancho Providencia from Bell and Alexander and a 4,600-acre 
portion of Rancho San Rafael from Jonathan Scott.  The 9,200 acres of land 
that Burbank purchased was largely undeveloped at that time.  By the 
following year he was involved in sheep ranching and had constructed a 
residence on the former Rancho Providencia portion of his land holdings, 
which was located at what is today the Warner Brothers Studios in the 
southwest section of Burbank.  By the end of the decade, Burbank had one of 
the largest and most successful sheep farms in southern California.  As a 
result of his success, Burbank decided to retire from dentistry in 1872 and 
began to devote much of his time to investing in Los Angeles real estate.11  

In 1872 to 1873, the Southern Pacific Railway constructed an extension of a 
rail line from downtown Los Angeles through the area owned by Burbank.  The 
right-of-way went through Burbank’s ranch property and terminated at what is 
now North Hollywood.  The extension was completed on April 15, 1874.  As a 
result of the new rail line, many parts of what is now San Fernando Valley, 
including Glendale, were platted as the train provided a vital commercial link 
to Los Angeles.  The new rail line brought a number of settlers to the area 
during the late 1870s and early 1880s.  Burbank began as a small farming 
town at its founding in 1887, and improvements to the existing water system 
were made during the 1890s.  Agriculture remained the dominant industry in 
Burbank during the first decade of the 20th century.12  

Following incorporation in 1911 the city quickly grew into a residential and 
industrial community.  In 1911 the Pacific Electric Railway line was extended 
from neighboring Glendale.  The line became the second and more accessible 
link to downtown Los Angeles for Burbank.  Until this point, the new city was 
only connected to Los Angeles via the Southern Pacific and a single largely 
unpaved road.  The rail line was laid out along what is now Glenoaks 
Boulevard and terminated at Cypress Avenue.  A combination passenger and 
freight depot was constructed on the south side of 4th Street between 
Orange Grove and Palm Avenues.  The railway was important to the 
residential development of Burbank.13 

The period between 1911 and 1928 was a period of growth and development 
in the commercial and industrial areas of the newly incorporated city.  New 

11  Ibid. 
12  Ibid. 
13  Ibid. 
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industries came to town and the city began to build up its infrastructure to 
support the growing community.  During the 1920s, both Warner Brothers 
Studios and Lockheed were centered in Burbank, which further led to the 
creation of residential developments.  Also, the construction of the United 
Aircraft and Transportation Company airfield in 1929 further validated the 
establishment of Burbank as a metropolitan center.  The City’s industries 
sustained Burbank through the difficult periods of the Great Depression and 
World War II and the city experienced its biggest growth during the late 
1940s and 1950s. 14  Despite a lull period during the 1960s and 1970s, the 
city has grown to a community with a population of 103,340 (according to 
the 2010 census). 

Historic Context 
The two historic contexts described below present the background necessary 
to evaluate the historical and architectural significance of the Airport 
property.  These two historic contexts are as follows: The Establishment and 
Operation of United Air Terminal (1929-1949) and Lockheed Aircraft’s 
Ownership and Occupancy of the Airport Property (1940-1989).  The period 
of significance for the Airport property is 1929 to 1949, beginning with the 
airport’s initial construction in 1929 and ending with 1949, the year by which 
Los Angeles Municipal Airport (now known as Los Angeles International 
Airport) surpassed the Airport property in Burbank in the number of annual 
passengers served.  This marked the growing preeminence of Los Angeles 
International Airport’s importance to the Los Angeles basin and the older 
airport’s loss of status as the primary aviation hub for the area. 

The Establishment and Operation of United Air Terminal 
(1929-1949) 
The Kelly Air Mail Act (1926) and the Air Commerce Act (1927) encouraged 
private investment in aviation, as did the 1926 establishment of the Daniel 
Guggenheim Fund for the promotion of Aeronautics.  The growing enthusiasm 
for aviation prompted the Aeronautics Board of the U.S. Department of 
Commerce to conduct a survey identifying new locations for airfields.  The 
Aeronautics Board reported that Burbank had the most favorable airport 
location surveyed.15  In 1929, with the support of the Burbank Chamber of 
Commerce, United Aircraft and Transportation Company hired the Austin 
Company to begin construction on Los Angeles’ new airport.  Occupying 
approximately 234 acres of land, the airport boasted more paved landing area 
than any airfield at the time.  An article featured in Airports magazine the 

14   Ibid. 
15  Jackson Mayers, Burbank History (Burbank, CA: Soldado Publishing Company, 1974), 83. 
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following year, in 1930, reported on the construction effort and described the 
scale of the endeavor in relation to necessary modifications to the landscape, 
stating as follows:  “Over one hundred large oak trees were removed from the 
field and from property adjoining the field, by arrangements with the owners, 
in an effort to eliminate every possible hazard.”16  The architecturally pleasing 
Terminal Building (Building 10) included administrative offices, ticket offices, a 
baggage room, a telegraph office, and other conveniences.  The airfield’s 
layout was carefully planned, locating public structures like the Terminal 
Building (Building 10) near the southeast corner of the field, separate from the 
industrial, support, and private facilities on the property.17  

Memorial Day weekend, 1930 marked the opening of the world’s first million-
dollar airport (Figure 8). Airplane races and a staged air battle with military 
bombers and fighter planes entertained the crowds on the ground below. As 
the author E. Caswell Perry relates in his book entitled Burbank: An 

Illustrated History, the opening day event drew large crowds eager to 
participate in the festivities. He writes of the event as follows: “More than 
25,000 automobiles jammed the new airport facilities, and the overflow 
crowds included many of neighboring Hollywood’s brightest movie stars.”18 
Only Pacific Air Transport (later acquired by United Airlines) operated from 
the airfield at first, but the scale of operations at the new airport facilities 
expanded quickly, as Perry also describes, writing as follows: “By 1933, when 
the airport was renamed Union Air Terminal, it had become the major facility 
for the greater Los Angeles area—used by all the major airlines of the day.”19 

16  United Airport Bespeaks Aviation’s Progress,” Airports, July 1930.  
17   “The United Airport at Burbank, California,” Airway Age, July 1930. 
18  E. Caswell Perry, Burbank: An Illustrated History (Northridge, CA: Windsor Publications, 

Inc., 1987), 126. 
19  Ibid, 127. 
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Figure 8 Aircraft formation passing the United Airport Terminal, 
1930 

SOURCE: Burbank-Glendale-Pasadena Airport Authority photographic archives 

The Terminal Building was originally named United Airport, but the name was 
changed to Union Air Terminal after the United Aircraft and Transportation 
Corporation was broken up in 1934.  The dismantling of the United Aircraft 
and Transportation Corporation resulted in the formation of three new 
companies:  The Boeing Airplane Company, the United Aircraft Company, 
and United Airlines.  For a five-year period, from 1935 until 1940, United 
Airlines assumed control of the Burbank airfield.  During that time, several 
major airlines began operating from Union Air Terminal, including Pan 
American, Western Airlines, and Trans-World Airlines.20  In early 1939, 
American Airlines also began operating out of the Terminal Building, and this 
served to make “the Union Air Terminal the center of all major airline 
operations in the Los Angeles area.”21  The decade of the 1930s was a 
historic one for the Burbank airfield.  The field welcomed aviation pioneers 
like Howard Hughes, Amelia Earhart, Wiley Post, and Charles Lindbergh.22 
Despite drawing these luminaries of aviation, United Airlines suffered from 

20   J. Ron Dickson, Hamilton Aero Hangar, United Airport, Burbank, Application for California 
Point of Historical Interest, December 16, 1993, 19. 

21   Perry, Burbank: An Illustrated History, 127. 
22  Perry, Burbank: An Illustrated History, 127. 
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financial hardships incurred during the Great Depression, and it was forced to 
sell the Airport property, concluding its relatively short tenure of ownership.  
In 1940, the Airport property was sold to a neighboring company, Lockheed 
Aircraft, which continued to operate the Terminal Building—supporting 
passenger and airfreight operations—while also utilizing the airfield to 
manufacture and test new aircraft.  Despite the sale to Lockheed Aircraft, 
United Airlines also continued to operate at the Airport property until April 
29, 1961, when local operations were consolidated at Los Angeles 
International Airport.23 

Once the Airport property was owned by Lockheed Aircraft, the Terminal 
Building became known as the Lockheed Air Terminal.  Lockheed’s period of 
ownership of the Airport property, which spanned a period of almost forty 
years (1940-1978), saw a massive expansion of the airfield to over 500 acres 
and growth in commercial air services.  During that time, 1946 marked the 
Terminal Building’s highest period of activity, servicing 1.25 million 
passengers.24  However, as E. Caswell Perry notes in his illustrated history of 
Burbank, the increase in passenger activity dropped precipitously the 
following year with the opening of a new airport in the Los Angeles area.  He 
writes as follows:  “In December 1946 Los Angeles Municipal Airport, 
forerunner of Los Angeles International, opened and quickly drew to it nearly 
all the major airlines’ flights.  During 1947, only 175,000 passengers used 
the Burbank [Lockheed Air] Terminal, a drop of more than one million in a 
single year.”25  Although the airport’s passenger totals dwindled during the 
post-war years, the facility played a significant role in early commercial 
aviation history.  As Perry writes, when the  Terminal Building first opened in 
1929, the Airport property was “the model airport in the United States,”26  
and the Terminal Building served as Los Angeles’ first trans-continental air 
terminal.  However, by 1949, due to the competition for passengers posed by 
the newly-constructed Los Angeles Municipal Airport, the importance of the 
Airport property in Burbank had rapidly declined in terms of the provision to 
the public of commercial passenger travel.  

The Austin Company’s Construction of the United Air Terminal 

The Austin Company was responsible for constructing the original Airport 
property in 1929, including three extant resources:  The Terminal Building 
(Building 10), Hangar 1 and Hangar 2.  The company was first founded in the 
late 19th century—in 1878 in Cleveland, Ohio— by Samuel Austin, a carpenter 
who emigrated from England in 1872. The Austin Company (commonly 

23   Perry, Burbank: An Illustrated History, 129. 
24  Ibid. 
25  Perry, Burbank: An Illustrated History, 127. 
26  Ibid, 129.  
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abbreviated as “Austin”) came to specialize in factory design and 
construction.  Until 1916, the company was known as Austin and Son 
Company.  In 1911, Austin moved its offices to East Cleveland, and its 
headquarters remained there until 1960.  Since then, it has been based in 
nearby Cleveland Heights, and the company is still in operation today.   

An important early commission came in 1911 from The National 
Electric Lamp Association (NELA) to erect a vast industrial research 
complex in East Cleveland (currently Nela Park).  This headquarters 
complex was for the large and well-known company, General Electric.  
Throughout the teens, Austin continued to receive contracts for 
industrial and other types of buildings throughout the United States 
and Canada.  For instance, during World War I, the Austin and Son 
Company built plants for the production of war materials.  Excelling in 
prefabricated construction by this time, Austin also produced modular 
factories for export to Europe.27  Significantly, the company became a 
pioneer in combining design, engineering, and construction under one 
roof.28  Known as the Austin Method, this concept was the brainchild of 
engineer Wilbert J. Austin, the founder’s son, who first joined the 
Company in 1904.  The title of a 1925 promotional publication entitled 
“From Plans to Pour” extensively describes—through both text and 
photographs— the manner in which the Austin Method could be 
utilized for the erection of industrial buildings.29  As the architectural 
historian Betsy Hunter Bradley describes, the Austin Company was 
“responsible for industrial buildings that ranged from standardized 
designs offered in catalogs to innovative designs that incorporated 
welded steel frames.”30  As she also relates, the scale of the buildings 
that it was possible for the Austin Company to achieve was notable for 
its time; the firm’s Curtiss Aeroplane and Motor Corp. Building 
constructed in Buffalo, New York in 1918 was the largest factory 
building in the world for a time.31 

27  The Austin Company, accessed January 28, 2016, http://www.theaustin.com/austin-
company-history 

28  The Austin Company, accessed August 28, 2015, http://www.theaustin.com/austin-
company-history 

29  The Austin Company, “From Plans to Pour: The Austin Method,” 1925, accessed October 
20, 2018, 
https://archive.org/details/FromPlansToPourTheAustinMethodATreatiseOnAustinCompanyFo
undry/page/n0 

30  Betsy Hunter Bradley, The Works: The Industrial Architecture of the United States (New 
York: Oxford University Press, 1999), 22. 

31   Ibid. 
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Throughout the 1920s and 1930s, Austin continued to expand and diversify; 
its activities increasingly extended to both the aviation and automobile 
industries.  The company also kept innovating; in 1928, it designed and 
constructed the Upper Carnegie Building in Cleveland, the world’s first all-
welded structural steel commercial building.  However, as Bradley also 
writes, the onset of the Depression posed a financial challenge to the Austin 
Company, as it did to many other companies.  Austin responded to this 
challenge by seeking to further differentiate itself from its competitors; it did 
so by promoting a distinctive modern appearance for its industrial 
buildings.32  Finally, with the outbreak of World War II, Austin shifted its 
focus to defense-related facilities.33   

Lockheed Aircraft’s Ownership and Operation of the 
Airport Property (1940-1989) 
The history of the Lockheed Aircraft Company has very modest beginnings, 
but as with many corporations, its history is also lengthy and complex.  Its 
origins derive from the intense interest in aviation displayed by two brothers, 
Allan and Malcolm Loughead.  In the first two decades of the twentieth 
century, aviation was still fairly new; the Wright brothers, Orville and Wilbur 
had only made the first controlled, sustained flight of a powered aircraft at 
Kitty Hawk, North Carolina on December 17, 1903.  Moreover, an interest in 
aviation at this time was considered somewhat eccentric; as the aviation 
historian Jay Miller writes, “This was a time when such pursuits were still 
considered borderline insanity.”34  The Loughead brothers, afflicted with this 
particular form of insanity, formed the Alco Hydro-Aeroplane Company in San 
Francisco in 1912.  Their mission in the formation of the company was to 
construct a small, single-engine “hydro-aeroplane” referred to as the 
Model G.  The Model G was a biplane, and it had an upper wingspread of 46 
feet and a triangular fuselage measuring 30 feet in length.35  In June of 
1913, the Loughead brothers successfully tested their aircraft with a 10-mile 
flight circling the San Francisco Bay.  However, a rough landing and financial 
difficulties made the Loughead brothers put the plane in storage for a few 
years.  The Alco Hydro-Aeroplane Company had failed by the end of the year, 

32  Ibid. 
33  The Austin Company, accessed January 28, 2016, http://www.theaustin.com/austin-

company-history 
34  Jay Miller, Lockheed Martin’s Skunk Works (Arlington, TX: Aerofax, Inc. 1993), 7. 
35  Richard Sanders Allen, Revolution of the Sky (Brattleboro, VT: The Stephen Greene Press, 

1964), 6. 
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and the two brothers had to find more typical employment working for 
others. 36 

It was not until the San Francisco Panama-Pacific Exposition in 1915 that the 
brothers found another opportunity to display the Model G’s capabilities.  
They flew the plane for fifty days during the fair, and carried thrill-seeking 
passengers aboard it, making themselves a profit of $4,000.37  With the help 
of outside investors, the two brothers formed the Loughead Aircraft 
Manufacturing Company the following year, in 1916.  The company was 
based in Santa Barbara, and it produced several different aircraft within a 
five-year period.  It produced one F-1 flying boat, two license-built Curtis HS-
2L flying boats, and a S-1 sport biplane.38  However, due to both the 
company’s modest output and the end of World War I, this second business 
venture by the two brothers again ended in failure.  The company was forced 
to close in 1921.39  While Malcolm relocated to Detroit and became involved 
in the automotive industry, Allan remained in California, in Los Angeles.  The 
two brothers continued to work together manufacturing automobile brakes.  
Utilizing the phonetic spelling of their family name, they formed the Lockheed 
Hydraulic Break Company; however, they never gave up on their desire to 
design and manufacture aircraft.  

In 1926, Allen Loughead was able to once again convince investors to back a 
third iteration of the aviation company, this time called the Lockheed Aircraft 
Company (Lockheed).  For the first two years of its existence, the company 
was located in Hollywood, California.  With the help of, John J. “Jack” 
Northrop— who had sporadically worked with the Loughead brothers on 
various projects since the F-1 flying boat of 1916—they designed a new 
aircraft, the Lockheed Vega.  Soon, the company was running a small 
production line comprised of the Vega, the Air Express, and Explorer.   

By 1928, for reasons that are not definitively known, the brothers decided to 
relocate the company from Hollywood to the small city of Burbank located to 
the immediate north of Los Angeles.  Lockheed now operated out of a former 
glass factory located along Empire Avenue in Burbank, in close proximity to 
what would soon become the site of a new municipal airport.  It is quite likely 
that the brothers decided to relocate from Hollywood to Burbank in response 
to the news that the San Fernando Valley, and specifically Burbank, was to 
become the site of a new municipal airport.  As early as January 1927, 
newspapers such as The Van Nuys News began publishing the fact that seven 

36  Miller, 7. 
37  Allen, 10. 
38  Miller, 7. 
39  Ibid, 12. 
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different airport sites in the San Fernando Valley were under consideration 
for the erection of an airport.40  As also described in news reports, the airport 
was to be the “only industrial airport in Southern California where the 
tenants will own their own sites [and] it is predicted that this airport will 
attract many additional industries to the valley.”41 42  

The history of Lockheed Aircraft and Burbank are closely intertwined. While 
the United Aircraft and Transportation Company began constructing their 
airfield in 1929, Lockheed had already established their headquarters in 
Burbank the previous year, in 1928.  This the company did in an old glass 
factory on Empire Avenue (Figure 9), and it was using a nearby landing strip 
to test the company’s aircraft.  The company had approximately 50 
employees.43 

Shortly after the Lockheed Aircraft company relocated to Burbank, the 
company’s burgeoning reputation came to the attention of the rapidly 
expanding Detroit Aircraft Corporation (Detroit).  Much to the consternation 
of Allan Loughead, Lockheed’s board of director’s accepted a buy-out offer, 
and by June 1929, the company was a subsidiary of the Detroit Aircraft 
Corporation.  This marked the end of the Loughead brothers’ association with 
the Lockheed Company.  At this point, Allan Loughead disassociated himself 
with the Detroit Aircraft Corporation—of which Lockheed was now a part—
and embarked on yet another two successive ventures to form aircraft 
companies, both of which were unsuccessful.  By the late 1930s, both of the 
Loughead brothers had moved on to new lines of work outside of the aircraft 
industry.44 

40  See “Seven Airport Sites in Valley Under Consideration: Million Dollar Bond Issue Planned in 
Spring,” Van Nuys News, No. 43, Friday, January 14, 1927, p. 1; and “U.S. Chooses Valley 
for Airport: Names This Ideal Area in Recommendation,” Van Nuys News, No. 29, Friday, 
June 22, 1928, p. 1. 

41  See Stan Anthony, “Builders of San Fernando Valley: Lloyd St. John,” The Van Nuys News, 
Friday, November 9, 1928, p.2. 

42  Ibid, 14. 
43   Miller, 7. 
44  Miller, 7. 
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Figure 9 Former glass factory along Empire Avenue, Lockheed’s 
first Burbank facility, circa 1928 

 

SOURCE: Burbank-Glendale-Pasadena Airport Authority photographic archives 

 

After the Lockheed’s acquisition by Detroit, it followed upon its initial 
successes with the Vega with other models, such as the Sirius. All of the 
planes produced by Lockheed during this time were “dependable, high-
performance, all wood monoplanes known for their quality construction and 
reasonable cost.”45  However, despite the quality and economy of the planes 
produced during the early 1930s—which the company sold at a rapid clip—
the effects of the Depression proved too much for the finances of its parent 
company.  On October 27, 1931, Detroit capitulated to its deteriorating 
financial position, although its Lockheed subsidiary would continue producing 
airplanes with a skeleton crew for approximately another eight months.46  By 
1932, the Detroit Aircraft Corporation had officially declared bankruptcy and 
entered into final foreclosure proceedings; the company was quickly acquired 

 

45  Ibid. 
46   Ibid. 
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by a San Francisco-based broker, Robert Gross, and a small group of 
investors.  The Lockheed company was estimated to have existing assets 
with a value of $129,961, but reflective of the dire circumstances under 
which it was sold, it sold to Gross and his group for a mere $40,000.47  It 
was subsequently renamed the Lockheed Aircraft Corporation. 

Under new leadership, the company began focusing on “a plan to design and 
build a new twin-engine, all-metal transport to meet the needs of the 
fledgling US air transport industry.”48  This endeavor was spurred by the  
company’s  recognition that new technologies were emerging and that its 
future could not depend on its older products.  Out of a long and belabored 
process in which the company’s design ideas for a new plane design were 
conceptualized, tested, and refined, emerged the design of the Lockheed 
Model 10 Electra.  The Model 10 would achieve special notoriety from the 
dubious distinction of being the aircraft piloted by Amelia Earhart when she 
disappeared during her attempted around-the-world flight in 1937 
(Figure 10).  Nonetheless, the design of the Model 10 was considered a 
highly successful one for the company, and the company produced several 
different permutations of its design, such as a Model 12 and a Model 14.  The 
designer who made the final breakthrough in the Model 10’s design was a 
young neophyte engineer named Clarence L. “Kelly” Johnson.  Johnson would 
go on to have a long and illustrious career at the Lockheed Company, 
attaining a legendary status among the aviation and aerospace community 
for his design creativity in regard to aeronautical engineering.49  The 
technological prowess that he demonstrated in regard to the Model 10 
project would set the stage for later developments at the company.  It would 
also set the company on a path towards long-term financial success, even 
though, like many other companies operating within the depressed economy 
of the Depression-era United States, it would continue to experience financial 
uncertainty throughout the 1930s.50   

 

47  Ibid. 
48  Ibid, 8. 
49  Almost any book that deals with the history of Lockheed makes at least a passing mention 

of Clarence “Kelly” Johnson--if not devoting substantial space to a discussion of his 
substantial contributions to aeronautical engineering—and this is typically done in rather 
reverential terms. See for example, Steve Pace, Lockheed Skunk Works (Osceola, WI: 
Motorbooks International, 1992), 14-18. 

50  Miller, 8. 
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Figure 10 Amelia Earhart posing with the Lockheed Model 10 
Electra 

 

SOURCE: Peter Westwick, Blue Sky Metropolis: The Aerospace Century in Southern California, 62. 

 

Increasingly, there was an effort underway within the company to better 
concentrate its efforts—rather than diversifying its product lines—in order to 
become more profitable.  This effort positioned Lockheed very well for a large 
contract that would set the stage for the company’s endeavors during World 
War II. On June 23, 1938, the Lockheed Aircraft Corporation won a contract 
to build between 200 and 250 Model B14L Hudsons for the British Royal Air 
Force (RAF).  Hudsons were essentially a bomber version of the company’s 
Model 14.  At the time, this contract represented “the largest order ever 
placed with an American manufacturer by a foreign military service,” and the 
contract also signaled that the company was now on solid ground 
financially.51  As Sherman N. Mullin, a former president of the Lockheed 
Advanced Development Company (a division of Lockheed known as “Skunk 
Works”), writes in a collected volume of essays on the aerospace industry in 
Southern California entitled Blue Sky Metropolis: The Aerospace Century in 

Southern California, the $25 million Hudson contract helped Lockheed’s sales 
jump from $10 million in 1938 to $35 million in 1939.  A profit of $3 million 

 

51  Miller, 8. 
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in 1939 allowed the company to offer its first dividend to shareholders.”52  In 
the year that followed the signing of the Hudson contract, Great Britain 
would enter World War II when it declared war against Germany on 
September 3, 1939, and the Hudson would serve the RAF throughout the 
duration of the war.  

Having already made its first foray into producing a sizeable fleet of aircraft 
for the war effort, Lockheed was well positioned to maintain a dominant 
position within the market when the United States subsequently entered 
World War II with the Japanese bombing of Pearl Harbor on December 7, 
1941.  As Lockheed historian Jay Miller writes, it was this event that brought 
Lockheed “into the forefront of major world-class aircraft manufacturing 
companies.”53  Moreover, as Sherman N. Mullin writes, “despite initial plans 
to keep Lockheed small, World War II turned Lockheed and several other 
aircraft firms into giant companies.  From sales of $10 million in 1938, 
Lockheed revenues grew to almost $700 million in 1943. Lockheed produced 
over 19,000 aircraft from 1939 to 1945, with production peaking at 5,864 
airplanes in 1944 alone.”54  The historian Jay Miller helps to put these large 
revenues into context in terms of the nation’s aeronautical industry at large. 
He writes as follows: 

Orders for virtually every aircraft the company had in test or 
production, including the P-38, the Model 14 (and derivatives 

such as the Lodestar, Ventura and Harpoon), and the 
forthcoming Constellation increased almost exponentially. 

Between July 1, 1940 and August 31, 1945, the company 
produced no less than 190,777 aircraft for the war effort. This 
figure represented 6.6% of all US production during that period 

and some 9% of the airframe weight total. By the end of World 
War II Lockheed was the fifth largest manufacturer of aircraft in 

the US.55  

It was during this period—as Lockheed gained a strong financial footing with 
its entry into manufacturing planes for the war effort—that it acquired the 
neighboring Airport property in Burbank, including the United Air Terminal 

 

52  Sherman N. Mullin, “Robert E. Gross and the Rise of Lockheed: The Creative Tension 
Between Engineering and Finance,” in Blue Sky Metropolis: The Aerospace Century in 
Southern California (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2012), 63. For more on 
Sherman Mullin’s role at Lockheed, see Steve Pace, Skunk Works (Osceola, WI: Motorbooks 
International Publishers and Wholesalers, 1997), 10. 

53  Miller, 8. 
54  Sherman N. Mullin, “Robert E. Gross and the Rise of Lockheed: The Creative Tension 

Between Engineering and Finance,” in Blue Sky Metropolis: The Aerospace Century in 
Southern California (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2012), 64. 

55  Miller, 8-9. 
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building complex.  As also discussed earlier, the construction of the airport in 
1929 was very likely the reason that Lockheed had originally relocated from 
Hollywood to Burbank in the late 1920s, and it had long enjoyed close 
proximity to the facility and its runways.  However, while Lockheed was 
experiencing a period of growth and expansion by the end of the 1930s, the 
owners of the nearby United Airport were struggling, and by the end of the 
1930s, the airport was for sale.  Upon Lockheed’s purchase of the facility in 
1940, it renamed it Lockheed Air Terminal.56  Lockheed continued to own and 
operate the Terminal Building and airfield until 1978; moreover, some 
Lockheed facilities—namely, those associated with the Skunk Works 
program, which will be described shortly—would continue to operate on a 
portion of the Airport property for an 11-year period of time that extended 
beyond the company’s period of ownership, until 1989.  During the 38-year 
period of time that represents Lockheed Aircraft’s ownership of the Airport 
property, Lockheed more than doubled the Airport property’s size “to nearly 
500 acres and extended the runways to 6,000 feet.”57  

With the acquisition of the Airport property, Lockheed quickly expanded its 
nearby facilities so that production now occurred on the Airport property, as 
well, especially as production of planes for the war effort ramped up.  During 
its ownership, Lockheed developed multiple aircraft— both civilian and 
military—that are significant to the history of American aviation.  During 
World War II, Lockheed established itself as a major force in military aircraft 
development with the P-38 Lightning fighter aircraft (Figure 11) and the B-
17 Flying Fortress bomber (Figure 12). Lockheed also produced the first 
production jet fighter, the P-80 Shooting Star, near the war’s end.58  

 

56  Perry, Burbank: An Illustrated History, 127. 
57  Perry, Burbank: An Illustrated History, 127. 
58  Ibid, 110. 
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Figure 11 The P-38 Lightning, first flown in 1939, is perhaps the 
most iconic of Lockheed’s planes  

 

SOURCE: Lockheed Martin (http://www.lockheedmartin.com/us/100years/stories/p-38.html) 

 

Figure 12 The Spirit of Boyle Heights, B-17 Flying Fortress, 1943 

 

SOURCE: Los Angeles Public Library, Photographic Collection 
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Aviation historian Jay Miller describes how the wartime production effort was 
spilt up between various facilities, with the majority of production occurring 
at Lockheed’s main B-1 Plant—located approximately 1 mile to the east of 
the Airport property—with a lesser quantity being produced on the Airport 
property, itself—at the Plant A-1—and some unknown quantity of work 
farmed out to various facilities, at least one of which was located out of the 
state of California but several of which were as far away as Europe. He writes 
as follows: 

Some seventy percent of the aircraft produced during this 
period rolled from production lines at Lockheed’s main Plant B-

1. A mile away, at Burbank’s Union Terminal facility (acquired 
by the company during 1940), the remaining approximately 

thirty percent rolled from Plant A-1.  Concurrently, work also 
expanded into a number of considerably smaller satellite 
facilities referred to as “feeder plants”, and modification and 

service centers were opened near Grand Prairie, Texas and Van 
Nuys Airport, California.  Parts, overhaul and maintenance 

facilities also came together in several European countries.  By 
mid-1943, the company worldwide employed over 94,000 
people.59 

Lockheed’s main Plant B-1, as located approximately one mile away from the 
Airport property, was situated between N. Buena Vista to the west, W. 
Empire Avenue to the north, N. Victory Boulevard to the east, and Pacific 
Avenue to the south (Figure 13).  As depicted in historic aerial photos of the 
site, the Plant B-1 facility was enormous in its size.  A Sanborn Fire 
Insurance Map that dates from 1953 provides some insight into the intricacy 
of its layout, and the many different workrooms that comprised the facility is 
indicative of the complexity inherent in the task of assembling the 
complicated machinery of an airplane.  These many spaces included a space 
for aircraft assembly, a jig building, a final paint shop, a machine and mold 
shop, a wing section final assembly space, a mock up and dock storage 
space, plaster mold storage, machine shops, engineering offices, and a 
mock-up department.  

 

59  Miller, 8. 
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Figure 13 Aerial photo of Lockheed’s B-1 Plant, 1938 

 

SOURCE: University of California, Santa Barbara, Online Aerial Photographic Collection 

 

On the Airport property, Plant A-1 was located directly behind and to the 
southeast of the Terminal Building.  Like Lockheed’s main Plant B-1, the scale 
of Plant A-1 was immense, roughly the same size as the Plant B-1 and of a 
similar complexity.  Among the many spaces that comprised the facility were 
a general machine shop, a fabricating and machine shop, a maintenance 
machine shop, a general machine shop, a space for press and stretch 
machines, a die storage yard, a space devoted to power brakes punch and 
hydraulic presses, another for drop hammers, and yet another for wing 
fabrication. 

However, while Plant A-1 was the largest facility that Lockheed constructed 
on the newly acquired Airport property, it was not the only one.  Lockheed’s 
acquisition of the airfield at this time also signals the growing importance of 
aviation and other defense industries during World War II and the Cold War, 
and the importance of these industries to Southern California. 

Despite transferring ownership of the Airport to the Hollywood-Burbank 
Airport Authority (later renamed the Burbank-Glendale-Pasadena Airport 
Authority) in June of 1978, Lockheed Aircraft continued to design new 
aircraft on the site, operating from multiple Hangars and manufacturing 
facilities.  However, a majority of the facilities have been demolished, the last 
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of which made news in the 1990s for its association with Lockheed’s 
Advanced Development Company known as The Skunk Works.  

Established in 1943, Skunk Works’ mission was “to satisfy any national need 
for prototyping or specialized technology to produce a limited quantity of 
rapidly required aircraft in a quick, quiet, and cost effective manner using all 
the strengths of Lockheed Corporation.”60  Skunk Works was responsible for 
developing some of America’s most advanced aircraft over the course of its 
long history, including the U2 reconnaissance aircraft (Figure 14), the SR-71 
Blackbird (Figure 15), and the F117 stealth fighter (Figure 16).  As Ben R. 
Rich and Leo Janos write in Skunk Works: A Personal Memoir of My Years at 

Lockheed, “throughout the long, tense years of the cold war, [Skunk Works] 
was one of the most secret facilities in North America and high on the 
targeting list of the Soviet Union in the event of nuclear war.”61  However, 
despite the secrecy and extreme importance that attended Skunk Works 
during the cold war of the 1950s, 60s, 70s, and 80s, it also was Lockheed’s 
efforts to build the XP-80 during World War II that became the stuff of 
legend.  

 

60  Steve Pace, Lockheed Skunk Works (Osceola, WI: Motorbooks International Publishers & 
Wholesalers, 1992), 9.  

61  Ben R. Rich and Leo Janos, Skunk Works: A Personal Memoir of My Years at Lockheed (New 
York: Little, Brown and Company, 1994), 6. 
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Figure 14 Prototype U-2R, circa 1967 

 

SOURCE: Jay Miller, Lockheed Martin’s Skunk Works, 1995 

 

Figure 15 SR-71A Blackbird, date unknown 

 

SOURCE: Jay Miller, Lockheed Martin’s Skunk Works, 1995 
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Figure 16 F-117A Stealth fighter, date unknown 

 

SOURCE: Jay Miller, Lockheed Martin’s Skunk Works, 1995 

This effort first began on May 17, 1943, when the Air Force held a conference 
in Washington D.C.  The conference was attended by members of the Army’s 
Air Force Technical Command, as well as by representatives of the Lockheed 
Corporation.  During this meeting, the representatives of Lockheed were 
briefed on the status of jet propulsion development—which was occurring 
primarily in Britain—and invited to submit a proposal to build a fighter plane 
that would incorporate the Goblin, a centrifugal flow turbine jet engine.  As Jay 
Miller writes: “At the time, the Goblin was considered the best and most 
powerful jet engine immediately available to the Allies, and the only power 
plant capable of challenging what now was perceived as a rapidly growing 
German threat.  Because of this, the highly sensitive drawings and 
specifications for the Goblin, first provided Bell Aircraft Corporation for their 
proposed XP-59B study, had been transferred upon Air Force directive to 
Lockheed…which received them on March 24, 1943.”62  On June 15, 1943, 
Lockheed engineers hand carried the initial XP-80 proposal, as well as two 
associated reports, to the Air technical Service Command for review.  On June 
17, 1943, Lockheed was given the official “go-ahead” to design and build one 
prototype aircraft, as based upon the proposal, for a total cost of $642,404 
with a promised delivery date—which was extremely expedited—of November 
11, 1943.63  This date eventually got put back by almost two months so that, 
eventually, on January 8, 1944, the plane was ready for its first flight.64  The 

 

62  Miller, 15. 
63   Ibid, 15. 
64   Ibid, 21. 
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period in which the first prototype XP-80 was taken from the drawing board to 
flight coincides with the Skunk Work’s  tenure at its first Lockheed facility. 

The Skunk Works originally was located in Lockheed’s B-1 Plant, a facility 
that was attached to one of Lockheed’s wind tunnels for testing aircraft 
prototypes (Figure 17).65  The B-1 Plant was located off of Victory Place in 
Burbank, not far from the Airport property, but to the east of it.66  The Skunk 
Works operated at the B-1 Plant for a period of eight months, from June of 
1943 through January of 1944.  The facility was hastily and somewhat 
shoddily constructed, as the time that elapsed between when Lockheed was 
first given the official go-ahead to begin design and construction of the XP-80 
and when design and construction began was extremely short, due to the 
expedited nature of the contract and the intense pressure on Lockheed to 
quickly build a jet that could offer challenge in air warfare to the Germans.  
The aviation historian Jay Miller describes this first facility as follows: 

The facility in which the XP-80 was being designed and built—
and the one that which would be looked back upon as the first 

home of the Skunk Works—was a temporary lean-to with a 
frame built from salvaged shipping crate wood.  The roof was a 

canvas tent. Located near the wind tunnel at Plant B-1, it was 
unairconditioned, poorly lit, and extremely cramped. On one 
occasion, on July 26, the log noted, “no work started as yet to 

relieve heat in lean-to. Men are complaining (100˚ F).”  The 
following day the problem was apparently corrected as it was 

noted, “Engineering air cooler installation makes it much more 
comfortable here.67  

Sometime in January 1944—the same month as the first successful flight of 
the prototype XP-80—the Skunk Works relocated to a more substantial 
facility at the Airport property, which was called Plant B-5 (Figure 18).68  
Skunk Works operated from this facility for a little more than a year, from 
January of 1944 through April of 1945.  This represented the height of World 
War II, as the war with Germany and Russia would end with their surrender 
to the Western Allies in May of 1945, and would then finally conclude in 
August of that same year when Japan formerly surrendered.  The majority of 
the structures that comprised the B-5 plant are still extant on the Airport 
property today (Hangars 4, 5, 6, 7, and 7A). 

 

65  Ibid, 207. 
66   Sanborn map for Burbank California. 
67   Miller, 18. 
68   Ibid, 207. 
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Figure 17 Aerial view of Lockheed’s B-1 Plant, date unknown 

 

SOURCE: Jay Miller, Lockheed Martin’s Skunk Works, 1995 

 

Figure 18 Aerial view of Lockheed’s B-5 and B-6 Plants, date 
unknown 

 

SOURCE: Jay Miller, Lockheed Martin’s Skunk Works, 1995 
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In the post-war period, Lockheed continued to produce planes for the 
military, and Skunk Works moved to a much larger facility on the Airport 
property—Plant B-6—where it operated for nearly 45 years.69  Given the long 
tenure of Lockheed at the Plant B-6 site, many important developments 
associated with the Skunk Works occurred there.  However, as aviation 
historian Jay Miller writes, the postwar period of the Skunk Works program 
was significantly different in character than the World War II-era that 
preceded it.  He writes of the break as follows: 

In any retrospective describing the history of the Skunk Works it 
is necessary to “confront” the period from 1945 to 1954 with 

some trepidation.  By late 1945, the Skunk Works, as it then 
existed, had served its purpose and effectively ceased to exist 

as a separate entity within the corporate umbrella of the 
Lockheed Aircraft Company.  Regardless, “Kelly” Johnson had 
not let the successes of the XP-80 program be absorbed by the 

ever-threatening corporate bureaucracy.  Having seen the 
attributes of the unencumbered design and manufacturing 

system he and his Skunk Works teammates had created, he was 
determined to retain its operating philosophy for future 
endeavors.  By the time the P-80 was handed off to Lockheed’s 

Department 28-10 for expansion into a production program, 
several other aircraft had been brought onboard under the 

Skunk Works operating philosophy, for future execution…This 
steady work flow kept the Skunk Works alive philosophically, 
but did little to retain any coherent group that could actually 

refer to itself as the Skunk Works.70 

As described above, Miller’s point is that while the Skunk Works continued to 
produce important prototypes for aircraft in the postwar years, the nature of 
the Skunk Works program shifted dramatically.  Skunk Works lived on at 
Lockheed philosophically, but the defining years of the Skunk Works program 
were really during the World War II era when a group of people of Lockheed 
rose to the unique challenge of trying to develop a plane that could be used 
to defeat their country’s adversaries in wartime; this was followed by a 
period of transition in the immediate postwar years (a period of close to a 
decade), and then, according to at least one aviation historian, Dennis R. 
Jenkins, an emergence of the Skunk Works program as a truly recognizable 
force worthy of widespread recognition, with the development of its U-2 for 
the CIA beginning in 1954.71  This period of transition, as followed by one in 

 

69  Miller, 207.  
70  Miller, 31. 
71  Dennis R. Jenkins, Lockheed Secret Projects: Inside the Skunk Works (St. Paul, MN: MBI 

Publishing Company, 2001), 33. 
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which the company became widely-recognized for its development of secret 
spy planes during the Cold War, coincides with the occupancy of the B-6 
Plant on the Airport property.  Many scholars agree that the fall of the Berlin 
Wall in 1989 was a significant event in marking the end of the Cold War.  It 
was in this same year that the Skunk Works group relocated from the Airport 
property to Palmdale, California.  Subsequently, the B-6 plant was 
demolished in the late 1990s, leaving the extant buildings that once 
comprised the B-5 Plant on the Airport property the last remaining vestiges 
of the historic Skunk Works program. 

Ownership History for the Airport Property 
Throughout the Airport property’s history, the terminal building complex 
has gone by several names, including the following: United Airport; Union 
Air Terminal; Lockheed Air Terminal; the Hollywood-Burbank Airport; the 
Burbank-Glendale-Pasadena Airport; and, most recently, the Bob Hope 
Airport. Most of the name changes mark transfers of ownership (see 
Table 2).  In 1929, the Airport property was owned and operated by the 
United Aircraft and Transportation Company, which was responsible for the 
erection of the original building complex.  When the United Aircraft and 
Transportation Company was dissolved, a subsidiary—United Airlines—
assumed ownership of the facility.  United Airlines owned and operated the 
airport facilities for five years and then sold it to Lockheed Aircraft in 1940.  
Lockheed was the last private company to own the airport, and it operated 
it for a period of 38 years.  The year 1978 was the one that marked the 
airport’s transition from private ownership by a company to one of 
ownership by a public entity when the Hollywood-Burbank Airport Authority 
purchased the property from Lockheed for $51 million.72  In 1979, the 
Hollywood-Burbank Airport Authority was subsequently renamed the 
Burbank-Glendale-Pasadena Airport Authority, and it is this public entity 
that has continued to operate the Airport property—including the Terminal 
Building that was constructed as the centerpiece of the building complex— 
until the present day.  

 

72  Perry, Burbank: An Illustrated History, 127. 
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TABLE 2 
OWNERSHIP HISTORY FOR THE AIRPORT PROPERTY 

Year Name 

1929-1935 United Aircraft and Transportation Company 

1935-1940 United Airlines 

1940-1978 Lockheed Aircraft 

1978-Present The Hollywood-Burbank Airport Authority (Renamed 
Burbank-Glendale-Pasadena Airport Authority in 1979) 

 

Construction History for Buildings and Structures on the 
Airport Property 
ESA reviewed building permits on file at the City of Burbank’s Building 
Department (City) in order to determine the history of construction and 
alterations for the subject property.  Over 3,000 pages of building permits 
were reviewed, most of which were associated with alterations to the 
Terminal Building (Building 10) and the two later additions to it (Building 9 
and 11).  These alterations were intended to modernize the Terminal 
Building. In addition, after the terror attacks on September 11, 2001, 
changes to the three buildings were necessary in order to address updated 
security protocols.  Review of the building permits revealed that the Terminal 
Building has undergone significant changes throughout its history since its 
construction by the Austin Company in 1929 (Figure 19).  In 1966, the 
Terminal Building suffered a catastrophic fire, substantially damaging the 
second floor of the building as well as the control tower.  Multiple permits 
document the Terminal Building’s reconstruction during this time.  While the 
Terminal Building appears to be significantly altered, two hangars that date 
from the period of significance (1929-1949)—Hangars 1 and 2—appear to be 
fairly intact.  There are only a limited number of permits for each of these 
two hangars.  The absence of additional permits—in addition to the two 
hangar’s appearance—strongly suggests that the hangars are relatively 
intact.  However, it is also worth noting here that the permits found for the 
hangars are limited to more recent years and may not reflect earlier 
undocumented alterations.   
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Figure 19 Historic View of the Front Façade of the United Airport 
Terminal (Building 10), circa 1930 

 

SOURCE: Burbank-Glendale-Pasadena Airport Authority photographic archives, 2015 

 

Terminal Building (Building 10) 
Research results, as detailed below, found that although the existing 
Terminal Building is in the same location as the original 1929 terminal and 
has a similar footprint and overall form and massing, the existing Terminal 
Building is substantially changed from the original as a result of extensive 
remodeling and alterations over the course of its ninety-year history so that 
it no longer retains integrity to convey its significance in the history of early 
commercial air travel in order to be eligible for the National Register of 
Historic Places (National Register) as an individual resource.  Extensive 
remodeling during the 1950s changed the original Terminal Building’s style 
from Spanish Colonial Revival to Modern.  Substantial fire damage in 1966 
destroyed the control tower and second floor; after the fire, the Terminal 
Building was substantially reconstructed, and many later alterations have 
since been completed.  As a result, the existing Terminal Building does not 
retain any integrity from its original construction and is not eligible for the 
National Register as an individual resource.   

The original Terminal Building was built in 1929 for owner United Airport by 
the contractor The Austin Company of California at a cost of $60,000.  
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However, despite this detailed information about the building’s original 
construction, the subsequent evolution of the building over time is not very 
well documented through its permit history.  As stated earlier, more than 
3000 pages of permits are available for the Airport property at the City of 
Burbank; however, the available permit history for the Terminal Building is 
extremely limited up until the 1980s, when it becomes much more robust.  
As is shown in the Table 3, only three permit records exist for the thirty-
year period of time spanning from the building’s original construction in 1929 
until 1959.   

TABLE 3 
TERMINAL BUILDING (BUILDING 10) PERMITS (1929 – 1949) 

Issued Permit# Owner 
Architect/ 
Engineer Contractor Valuation Description 

10/02/1929 7682 United 
Airport 

None The Austin 
Co. of 
California 

$60,000 New Construction 
of an Airport 
Station   

09/15/1939 15215 United 
Airports 

H. L. 
Fogerty 

Unknown $3,700 Addition to 
Administration 
Building 

09/27/1945 47584 Lockheed 
Air 
terminal 

Chas 
Stickney 

Reginold 
Vestey 

$15,000 Build addition 
offices and 
remove partition 
– Building 10 
(Terminal) 

 

Here, it is important to note that there were no permits on file for the 
Terminal Building between 1945 and 1959, which appears to likely be the 
period of time in which the building was extensively remodeled to update the 
style of the building to a modern appearance.  However, according to the 
limited permit records for the building that do exist, by 1939, only ten years 
after the building’s original construction, the building was already subject to 
some alteration.  In that year, architect/engineer H. L. Fogerty designed an 
addition to the Terminal Building at a cost of $3,700. In 1945, additional 
offices were added to and existing partitions removed from what was now 
being called the Lockheed Air Terminal; these modifications cost a total of 
$15,000, and the architect/engineer for them was Charles Stickney working 
in conjunction with contractor Reginold Vestey.  Despite the lack of any 
permit to document the alteration, historic plans on file with the Burbank-
Glendale-Pasadena Airport Authority’s facilities department show the 
construction of Building 9 attached to the east end of the Terminal Building in 
1956.  The fact that a building was constructed during this time—for which 
no permits exist at the City—strongly suggests that the permit history of the 
airport property is far from complete.  However, the available photographic 
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evidence for the building paints a more complete picture of the building’s 
construction history.   

As based upon photographic evidence, the Terminal Building retained its 
original Spanish Colonial Revival appearance until at least 1937 (Figure 20).  
A dated photograph—as available from the Los Angeles Public Library—
reveals that by at least 1958, the Terminal Building had undergone a 
substantial modernization project that radically altered its original 
appearance and changed its architectural style (Figure 21), despite a lack of 
permits documenting substantial alterations to the building.  An undated 
photograph—also very likely dating to the 1950s as based upon the car 
models shown in the foreground—shows the remodeled Terminal Building 
during this decade (Figure 22) as does a dated photograph from 1961 that 
provides a view of the remodeled Terminal Building from above (Figure 23).  
Based upon this photographic documentation, it is quite clear that the 
building was substantially altered from its original appearance sometime 
between 1937 and 1958. 

Figure 20 Historic View of the Front Façade of the United Airport’s 
Terminal Building (Building 10), 1937 

 

SOURCE: Los Angeles Public Library photographic archives, 2019 
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Figure 21 Historic View of the Front Façade of the Terminal Building 
in 1958 (at which time it was known as Lockheed Terminal). Note the 

modernized appearance. 

 

SOURCE: Los Angeles Public Library photographic archives, 2019 

 

Figure 22 Front View of the Terminal Building, circa 1950s (at 
which time it was known as the Lockheed Terminal). Note the 

modernized appearance. 

 

SOURCE: undated postcard 
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Figure 23  Aerial View of the Terminal Building (now known as 
Lockheed Terminal) 1961 

 

SOURCE: Los Angeles Public Library, 2019 

 

Between 1960 and 1965, a number of additional modifications were made to 
the Lockheed Air Terminal—as listed in Table 4.  In 1961, an interior glass 
and plaster partition was extended for $800 with contractor Reginold Vestey. 
In March 1962, two permits were issued, one for interior alterations to the 
first floor lunch room and to the second floor restaurant for $10,000 with 
architect/engineer George P. Holes and a second for a glass separation wall 
between the skyroom and an exit stair for $300 with contractor Reginold 
Vestey.  In April 1963, a 20’x30’ I.F.R. Control Room was added to the 4th 
Level for $12,500 with architect/engineer C. E. Stickney.  In August 1963 an 
existing stud wall was removed and 2”x3” wood hangars were added to 
support the existing ceiling at a cost of $100 with the owner as contractor.  
In 1964, a $20,000 addition was made to the existing building by 
architect/engineer C. E. Stickney and contractor Roy Anderson.  
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TABLE 4 
 TERMINAL BUILDING (BUILDING 10)  PERMITS (1960 – 1965) 

Issued Permit# Owner 
Architect/ 
Engineer Contractor Valuation Description 

11/07/1961 19651 Lockheed Air 
Terminal Inc. 

None Reginold 
Vestey 

$800 Extend interior glass 
and plaster partition  

03/29/1962 20289 Lockheed 
Aircraft Corp. 

George P. 
Holes 

None $10,000 Interior only 
alterations to lunch 
room 1st floor and to 
restaurant 2nd floor.  

03/29/1962 20514 Lockheed Air 
Terminal Inc.  

None Reginold 
Vestey 

$300 Install glass 
separation wall 
between Skyroom 
and exit stair. 

04/09/1963 22736 Lockheed Air 
Terminal Inc. 

C. E. Stickney None $12,500 Add 30’ x 30’ I.F.R. 
Control Room on 4th 
Level. 

08/12/1963 23161 Lockheed Air 
Terminal Inc. 

None Owner $100 Remove existing 
stud wall and install 
2” x 3” wood 
hangars to support 
existing ceiling.  

01/21/1964 24445 Lockheed Air 
Terminal Inc. 

C. E. Stickney Roy 
Anderson 

$20,000 Addition to existing 
building #10. 

 

However, the most significant changes to the building occurred in the years 
following 1966, in the aftermath of a large fire that substantially damaged 
the control tower and second floor of the building.  As described in an article 
featured in The Burbank Independent, the fire started as a grease fire in the 
kitchen of the second-floor Sky Room Restaurant, and it quickly spread to 
other parts of the second floor.  The article described the fire as follows:  
“The spectacular fire, which caused an estimated $2 million damage, 
completely destroyed the second floor of the terminal, including the Federal 
Aviation Agency control tower, weather bureau, Sky Room Restaurant and 
valuable ground control and radar facilities.”73  In photographs of the front 
elevation of the building that are available from the Federal Aviation 
Administration, the damage to the building after the blaze was put out 
appears deceptively minor (Figures 24 and 25).  However, the true 
magnitude of the fire and the extent of its destruction was better captured in 
a photograph that accompanied an article about the fire featured in the Los 

Angeles Times shortly after the fire.74  This photograph shows the rear of the 
building from a birds-eye perspective, and it illustrates that the damage to  

 

73  Vic Pallos, “$2 Million Fire Hits Lockheed Airport; Air Service Resumes After Severe 
Damage.” The Burbank Independent, vol. 11, no. 14, 16 February 1966, 1. 

74  “Fire Fails to Slow Planning,” Los Angeles Times, February 15, 1966, pg. SF8. 
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Figure 24 A photograph of the Terminal Building during the 1966. 
According to a newspaper article in The Burbank Independent, the fire 
started as a grease fire in the “Sky Room,” a restaurant located on the 

second floor, and it quickly spread to the adjacent control tower.  

 

SOURCE: The Burbank Independent, February 16, 1966 

Figure 25 A view of the front façade of the Terminal Building after 
the 1966 fire only hints at the substantial damage to the control 

tower and the second floor spaces.  

 

SOURCE: Dave Kessler, Federal Aviation Administration archives. 
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the Terminal Building was, in fact, quite extensive (Figure 26).  In the 
photograph, it appears that the entire second-floor Sky Room Restaurant 
was entirely burned, although apparently the damage was considered most 
substantial in terms of the damage to the radar and control tower, as these 
represented spaces that were crucial to a functioning airport and had 
required a significant monetary outlay in previous years.  According to The 

Burbank Independent, a temporary control tower was quickly established 
following the fire in order that flights could resume uninterrupted; however 
the newspaper also reported that the fire would necessitate both short-term 
and long-term planning efforts for the reconstruction of these parts of the 
damaged building, in particular, stating as follows:  “Presently FAA 
investigating crews are studying both short and long range plans as to the 
restoration of the radar and tower facilities.  The temporary control tower, 
while fulfilling all safety needs of the airport, does not have the conveniences 
of the modern structure, according to FAA officials.  A $700,000 
modernization project for the control tower was completed in 1964.  The 
modern radar and communication systems suffered the most monetary 
damage.”75  Historic photographs provided by the FAA show that the 
damaged control tower was quickly removed in the days following the fire 
(Figure 27).  Moreover, with more than an estimated $2 million dollars-
worth of damage to the building, a substantial construction effort was 
required to reconstruct the Terminal Building in the years that followed the 
fire. 

As shown in Table 5, McNeil Construction Company demolished portions of 
the building damaged by fire for the sum of $25,000 in July 1966.  In 
November of that same year, the airport replaced the burned second story 
and added to the remaining first story at a cost of $395,000 with the 
assistance of architect/engineer Charles Stickney.  In 1968 and 1969, 
contractors Goodson Company working with architect/engineer Charles 
Stickney added offices and field operations facilities to the Terminal Building’s 
mezzanine at a cost of $15,000, revised the main entrance doors for $8,920 
and added to the existing arcades on the east and south on buildings #9-10-
11 at a cost of $80,000. 

 

 

75  Vic Pallos, “$2 Million Fire Hits Lockheed Airport; Air Service Resumes After Severe 
Damage.” The Burbank Independent, vol. 11, no. 14, 16 February 1966, 1. 
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Figure 26 A view of the rear façade of the Terminal Building shows the 
extent of the damage from the fire, which destroyed the control tower 
and second floor spaces, including the “Skyroom,” photo circa 1966. 

 

SOURCE: Burbank-Glendale-Pasadena Airport Authority photographic archives, 2015. 

Figure 27 A view of the front façade of the Terminal Building, 
showing the removed control tower (as well as the crane that, 

ostensibly, was used to remove it) following the 1966 fire. 

 

SOURCE: Dave Kessler, Federal Aviation Administration Archives. 
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TABLE 5 
TERMINAL BUILDING (BUILDING 10) PERMITS (1966 – 1969) 

Issued Permit# Owner 
Architect/ 
Engineer Contractor Valuation Description 

07/05/1966 29689 Lockheed 
Aircraft 
Corp. 

None McNeil 
Construction 
Company 

$25,000 Demolition of 
portions of buildings 
damaged by fire.   

11/07/1966 32453 Lockheed 
Air Terminal 
Inc.  

Chas 
Stickney 

McNeil 
Construction 
Company 

$395,000 Replace 2nd story 
and adding to first 
story to existing. 

06/09/1967 30480 Lockheed 
Air Terminal 
Inc.  

Charles E. 
Stickney 

McNeil 
Construction 
Company 

$395,000 Replace 2nd story 
and adding to first 
story to existing 
terminal bldg. (due 
to fire). 

12/04/1968 34943 Lockheed 
Air Terminal 
Inc.  

Chas 
Stickney 

Goodson 
Company 

$15,000 Offices and field 
operations on 
mezzanine added to 
Bldg. 10. 

01/20/1969 35165 Lockheed 
Air Terminal 
Inc.  

Chas 
Stickney 

Goodson 
Company 

$8,920 Revision of main 
entrance doors 

07/16/1969 35318 Lockheed 
Air Terminal 

Chas 
Stickney 

Goodson 
Company 

$80,000 Addition to existing 
arcades – East and 
South – Bldgs. # 9-
10-11 

 

Between 1970 and 1979 another group of projects further changed the 
appearance of the original Terminal Building, as listed in Table 6.  In 1971, 
architect/engineer Charles Stickney remodeled the men’s restroom, adding 
six urinals and two lavatories as well as replacing all fixtures, partitions, and 
plumbing.  This project was executed at a cost of $15,000.  In 1974, 
architect/engineer Pederson and Stice—in collaboration with the contractor, 
Samuelson Brothers—added a one story passenger concourse to the existing 
Terminal Building.  This project also required the demolition of select areas, 
and the entire endeavor cost a total of $375,000.  The following year, in 
1975, four more projects were permitted.  In February, architect/engineer 
Charles Stickney and contractor Reginold Vestey enlarged and remodeled 
portions of the Air West offices on the interior for $10,000.  In September, 
architect/engineer Pederson Stice and Associates—with the owner as 
contractor—altered the Terminal Building in order to connect a new PSA 
Concourse (Building 11) to it (Figure 28).  As part of this work, contractor 
Samulson Constructors installed a new ceiling and lighting and relocated exit 
doors for $6000 In October, architect/engineer Charles Stickney with 
contractors Catthann and Mitchell worked with the Terminal Building’s food 
service vendor, Prophet Foods Inc., to remodel the existing Luther’s  
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TABLE 6 
TERMINAL BUILDING (BUILDING 10) PERMITS (1970 – 1979) 

Issued Permit# Owner 
Architect/ 
Engineer Contractor Valuation Description 

05/18/1971 38742 Lockheed 
Air Terminal 
Inc. 

Chas 
Stickney 

Owner $15,000 Remodel men’s 
restroom Bldg. #10. 
Add 6 urinals, and 
two lavatories, 
replace all fixtures, 
partitions, and 
plumbing.   

10/23/1974 44300 Lockheed 
Air Terminal 
Inc. 

Pederson 
and Stice 

Samuelson 
Brothers 

$375,000 Addition of 1 story 
passenger 
concourse to 
existing terminal 
buildings and demo 
certain areas. 

02/18/1975 45339 Lockheed 
Air Terminal 
Inc. 

Chas 
Stickney 

Reginold 
Vestey 

$10,000 Enlarge and remodel 
portion of Air West 
offices interior 

09/22/1975 45372 Lockheed 
Air Terminal 
Inc. 

Pederson, 
Stice and 
Associates 

Owner $9,000 Alter existing 
structure Bldg. #10 
to connect new PSA 
Concourse. 

09/22/1975 46163 Lockheed 
Air Terminal 
Inc. 

Pederson 
and Stice 

Samulson 
Constructors 

$6,000 New ceiling and 
lighting, relocation 
of exit doors. 

10/16/1975 46392 Prophet 
Foods Inc.  

Charles E 
Stickney 

Catthann and 
Mitchell 

$75,000 Remodeling of 
existing restaurant 
and coffee shop. 
Luthers is an 
expansion of an 
existing restaurant 
and bar.  

11/15/1977 50402 Lockheed 
Corp 

Pederson 
and Stice 

Fred E. 
Potboo 

$5,000 Minor partition 
remodeling Bldg. 
10, Coffee Shop 

 

restaurant, bar, and coffee shop for $75,000.  The final project to occur in 
the 1970s happened in 1977, when architect/engineer Pederson and Stice—
in collaboration with contractor Fred Potboo—remodeled the partitions in the 
existing coffee shop for $5,000. 

Numerous interior and tenant alterations and several functional alterations 
occurred to the Terminal Building between 1980 and 1989, as listed in 
Table 7.  The Terminal Building was now called— alternately—Burbank 
Airport, Burbank-Glendale-Pasadena Airport and Burbank Airport Authority. 
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Figure 28 Front view of the Terminal Building with the new PSA 
Concourse (ca. 1978) shown to the left side of the image 

 
SOURCE: Burbank-Glendale-Pasadena Airport Authority photographic archives, 2015 

 

In 1982, architect/engineer Leo Klabbets with contractor Vestey Kaufman 
Inc., carried out first phase interior alterations to the second floor of the 
Terminal Building for $6,000.  In 1983, W. Haas Associates 
architect/engineer with CSA Constructors altered existing office spaces and 
ticket counters, a new storage trailer, and signage for $40,000.  In 1985, 
architect/engineer Robert Real Associates with contractor Columbia 
Showcase and Cabinet Company altered the existing gift shop interior 
partitions and ceiling for tenant Duty Free Shoppers for $60,000.  In 1986 
architect/engineer Rivers and Christian with contractor CA Construction 
remodeled the airport office for $35,000.  In April 1987, four projects were 
permitted. On the first, architect/engineer Rivers and Christian with 
contractor Robert E. McKee renovated the ATO counters, back office facilities, 
and patched an overhead exterior door for tenant American Airlines 
Properties and Facilities at a cost of $223,200.  On the second project, 
contractor Mission Construction worked with tenant and in-house design 
Greyhound Food Management to remodel the dining area of the coffee shop 
for $40,000.  On the third project, Robert Gaugenmaier, as both 
architect/engineer and contractor, installed new signage for tenant R.L.G and 
Company at a cost of $15,000.  On the fourth project, the  
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TABLE 7 
TERMINAL BUILDING (BUILDING 10) PERMITS (1980 – 1989) 

Issued Permit# Owner 
Architect/ 
Engineer Contractor Valuation Description 

7/28/1982 57725 Burbank 
Airport 

Leo Klabbets  Vestey 
Kaufman Inc.  

$6,000 Interior 
alteration Bldg. 
#10, 2nd Floor, 
1st Phase. 

8/09/1983 59103 American 
Airlines 

W. Haas 
Associates 

CSA 
Constructors 

$40,000 Alterations to 
existing office 
spaces / ticket 
counters. 

8/23/1985 62278 Duty Free 
Shoppers 

Robert Real 
Associates 

Columbia 
Showcase and 
Cabinet 
Company 

$60,000 Alteration to 
existing gift 
shop interior 
partitions and 
ceiling.  

1/29/1986 63466 Air Cal Rivers and 
Christian  

CA 
Construction 

$35,000 Airport Office 
Remodel  

4/11/1987 63027 American 
Air Lines 
Inc. 
Properties 
and 
Facilities 

Rivers and 
Christian  

Robert E. 
McKee 

$223,200 Renovation of 
the ATO 
counters and 
back office 
facilities for 
American 
Airlines.  

4/11/1987 64102 Greyhound 
Food Mgnt 

Greyhound Food 
Mgnt 

Mission 
Construction 

$40,000 Remodeling of 
dining area of 
coffee shop 

4/11/1987 64623 R. L. G. & 
Company   

Robert 
Gaugenmaier 

Robert 
Gaugenmaier 

$15,000 New Signage 

4/11/1987 63292 Burbank 
Airport 

Airport 
Authority 

Sierra Pacific 
Development 
Company 

$1,800 Install 8ft long x 
10ft high non-
bearing 
partition.  

2/03/1988 68095 Alaska 
Airlines 

Rivers and 
Christian  

CSA 
Constructors 

$20,000 Tenant 
improvements – 
Alaska Airlines 

1/10/1989 70416 Burbank, 
Glendale, 
Pasadena 
Airport 

Rivers and 
Christian  

Ardent 
Construction 
Inc. 

$2,000 Airline Tenant 
improvements  

10/30/1989 71734  Burbank, 
Glendale, 
Pasadena 
Airport 

Charles Walton 
Associates 

Bruce Conkey $200,000 New stairway, 
remodel existing 
dining/ 
meeting room 
(Skyroom) 

10/30/1989 71763 Burbank 
Airport 
Authority 

Rivers and 
Christian  

CSA 
Constructors 

$40,000 Tenant 
improvements – 
New partitions, 
new ceiling. 
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architect/engineer—Airport Authority—and contractor, Sierra Pacific 
Development Company, installed one 8’ x 10’ high non-bearing partition for 
owner Burbank Airport for $1800.  In 1988, architect/engineer Rivers and 
Christian with contractor CSA Constructors carried out tenant improvements 
for Alaska Airlines for $20,000. In 1989, three projects were permitted.  In 
January, architect/engineer Rivers and Christian with Ardent Construction 
Inc. completed airline tenant improvements at a cost of $2000 for owner 
Burbank Glendale Pasadena Airport.  In October architect/engineer Charles 
Walton Associates with contractor Bruce Conkey constructed a new stairway 
and remodeled the existing dining/meeting room (Skyroom) for owner 
Burbank Glendale Pasadena Airport.  Also in October, architect/engineer 
Rivers and Christian with contractor CSA Constructors carried out general 
tenant improvements, including new partitions and a new ceiling for the 
Burbank Airport Authority at a cost of $40,000. 

As the permits and the existing photo documentation demonstrates, the 
Terminal Building has been subject to many alterations over the many years 
since it was first constructed in 1929, including a major modernization and 
remodeling project sometime between 1937 and the late 1950s.  Moreover, 
although it remains relatively undocumented due to the incomplete nature of 
the permit history for the building, the Terminal Building also was subject to 
an extensive rebuilding following in the wake of the 1966 fire that occurred 
there, which did more than $2 million dollars of damage to the building.  

Hangar 1  
No original building permit for Hangar 1 could be found; only two relatively 
recent permits dating from the 1990s were located (see Table 8).  However, 
a previous evaluation of the building identified the Austin Company as the 
builder of both Hangars 1 and 2 as part of the original United Airport in 
1930.76  Moreover, historic aerial photographs show Hangar 1 and Hangar 2 
flanking the Terminal Building early in its history (Figure 29).  As previously 
stated in this report, neither Hangars 1 nor 2 are in their original location on 
the Airport property.  Documents do exist—and are on file with the Burbank-
Glendale-Pasadena Airport Authority’s facilities department—that reveal that  

 

76  “The United Airport at Burbank, California,” Airway Age, July 1930. 
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TABLE 8 
HANGAR 1 BUILDING PERMITS 

Issued Permit# Owner 
Architect/ 
Engineer Contractor Valuation Description 

04/1/1991 97408 Department 
of Airports – 
Burbank 

None Eberhard 
Roofing 

$20,000 Tear off and 
reroof flat roof – 
Firestone 
modified ply 

10/22/1991 05786 Ameriflight 
Inc. 

None Zora 
Sheffner 

$45,000 Office Platform – 
Pre Fab Partition 
Offices 

 

 

Figure 29 Early image of the United Airport’s Terminal Building, 
with red box identifying Hangar 1, circa 1929 

 

SOURCE: Burbank-Glendale-Pasadena Airport Authority photographic archives, 2015 

 

Hangar 1 was relocated from its original position flanking the Terminal 
Building to a location to the west of the Terminal Building in 1968.  The 
relocation of Hangar 1 during this period is further confirmed by historic 
aerials dating from 1964 and 1972; the historic aerial photograph from 1964 

Hangar 1 

Terminal 

Building 
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shows the hangar’s original placement on the site prior to relocation, while 
the historic aerial photograph from 1972 shows its placement on the site 
after its relocation (Figures 30 and 31).  Subsequent to the relocation of 
Hangar 1, the building underwent minor alterations. New offices were added 
to the building’s south elevation in August of 1968.77  As documented in the 
building’s very brief permit history, there were additional alterations to 
Hangar 1 in the early 1990s.  In April of 1991, contractor Eberhard Roofing 
tore off and reroofed a flat roof using Firestone modified ply at a cost of 
$20,000 to the Department of Airports-Burbank.  In October of the same 
year, contractor Zora Sheffner worked on prefab partition offices for tenant 
Ameriflight Inc. for $45,000. No other alterations to the building are known. 

Hangar 2  
No original building permit for Hangar 2 could be found; only one relatively 
recent permit dating from the 1990s was located (see Table 9).  However, a 
previous evaluation of the building identified the Austin Company as the 
builder of both Hangars 1 and 2 as part of the original United Airport in 
1930.78  Moreover, historic aerial photographs show Hangar 2—in addition to 
Hangar 1— flanking the Terminal Building early in its history (Figure 32).  
As previously stated earlier in this report, neither Hangars 1 nor 2 are in their 
original location on the Airport property.  Documents do exist—and are on file 
with the Burbank-Glendale-Pasadena Airport Authority’s facilities 
department—that reveal that Hangar 2 was relocated from its original 
position flanking the Terminal Building to a location to the west of the 
Terminal Building in 1967 (one year earlier than the relocation of Hangar 1).  
The relocation of Hangar 2 during this period is further confirmed by historic 
aerials dating from 1964 and 1972; the historic aerial photograph from 1964 
shows the hangar’s original placement on the site prior to relocation, while 
the historic aerial photograph from 1972 shows its placement on the site 
after its relocation (Figures 33 and 34).  Subsequent to the relocation of 
Hangar 2, the building underwent one minor alteration, according to the 
available permit history.  In July of 1967, new offices were added to the 
south elevation of Hangar 2.79  In 1990, a permit was issued to owner 
Burbank Glendale Pasadena Airport—with contractor Calderone 
Construction—for services regarding a patio roof at the entrance measuring 
20’ x 6’ for $1,500.  No other alterations to the building are known. 

 

77   “New Office Additions, Hangar 1,” Historic plans on file with the Burbank-Glendale-
Pasadena Airport Authority’s facilities department.  

78  “The United Airport at Burbank, California,” Airway Age, July 1930. 
79  “New Office Additions, Hangar 2,” Historic plans on file with the Burbank-Glendale-

Pasadena Airport Authority’s facilities department.  
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Figure 30 Historic aerial (circa 1964) depicting the original location 
of Hangar 1 (the red box identifies the location to which the hangar 

will be relocated four years later, in 1968) 

 

SOURCE: www.historicaerials.com, 2016 

 

Figure 31 Historic aerial (circa 1972) depicting the new location of 
Hangar 1 after it was relocated in 1968 (the red box identifies the 

hangar’s original location) 
 

 

SOURCE: www.historicaerials.com, 2016 

 

TABLE 9 
HANGAR 2 BUILDING PERMITS 

Issued Permit# Owner 
Architect/ 
Engineer Contractor Valuation Description 

8/28/1990 05786 Burbank Glendale 
Pasadena Airport 

None Calderone 
Construction 

$1,500 Patio Roof at 
entrance (20’ x 6’) 

 

Hangar 1 

Hangar 1 
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Figure 32 Early image of United Airport’s Terminal Building, with 
the red box identifying Hangar 2, circa 1929 

 

SOURCE: Burbank-Glendale-Pasadena Airport Authority photographic archives, 2015 

SOURCE: Burbank-Glendale-Pasadena Airport Authority photographic archives, 2015 
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Building 
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Figure 33 Historic aerial (circa 1964) depicting the original location 
of Hangar 2 (the red box identifies the location to which the hangar 

will be relocated three years later, in 1967) 

 

SOURCE: www.historicaerials.com, 2016 

 

Figure 34 Historic aerial (circa 1972) depicting the new location of 
Hangar 2 after it was relocated in 1967 (the red box identifies the 

hangar’s original location) 

 

SOURCE: www.historicaerials.com, 2016 

 

Building 3  
The California State Architect designed and built Building 3 for the National 
Guard in 1941.  The building originally had a hangar attached to it.80 No 
permits were discovered that document alterations to Building 3; however, a 
careful study of historic aerials reveals that Building 3 once had a much 
larger footprint than it does today.  However, this building footprint was 

 

80  Jordan, Historic Properties Inventory and Evaluation for the Burbank-Glendale-Pasadena 
Airport, 22. 

Hangar 2 

Hangar 2 
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substantially reduced in 2004 when the hangar portion of the building (on the 
north side of the current building) was demolished (Figure 35).  

Figure 35 Left: Aerial view of Building 3 and attached Hangar 3 in 
1994; Right: Aerial view of Building 3 in 2004 following the removal 

of the attached hangar (the hangar’s footprint is readily visible in the 
upper half of the image) 

 
SOURCE: www.historicaerials.com, 2016 

 

Hangars 4 and 5  
Although no original building permits for Hangars 4 and 5 were found, a 
previous evaluation of the buildings identified 1946 as the date of 
construction (Figure 36).81  A total of five permits were located that 
document the history of alterations at the building (see Table 10).  
However, as stated previously in this report, evidence indicates that the 
permit history for the Airport property, as available at the City, is incomplete.  
Between 1989 and 1992, four permits were granted for Hangar 4 and 5. In 
1989, architect/engineer Rivers and Christian, with contractor CEA 
Construction Inc., carried out the alteration of existing offices and restrooms 
in an existing warehouse for Federal Express at a cost of $100,000.  Later 
that year, contractor Horner Construction remodeled a non- 

 

81   Stacey C. Jordan, Historic Properties Inventory and Evaluation for the Burbank-Glendale-
Pasadena Airport, Burbank, California, Prepared for the Burbank-Glendale-Pasadena 
Airport Authority, October 2002, 23. 
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Figure 36 Left: Aerial view of Hangars 4 and 5 (as attached to one 
another) in a 1952 photograph, approximately six years after their 
original construction; Right: Aerial view of Hangars 4 and 5 in 2016 

shows that the two hangars’ footprints have not changed 
significantly since they were originally constructed 

 

SOURCE: www.historicaerials.com, 2016 

 

bearing partition for Ameriflight for $15,000. In 1990, contractor Heney Doug 
and Associates provided new offices and a shop in the hangar for tenant First 
Interstate at a cost of $36,540.  In 1992, contractor Laughlin Corporation 
carried out $100,000 of tenant improvements for Jet Aviation including 
deleting restrooms, building two new handicap restrooms, moving partition 
walls, building a maintenance room, and restriping the parking area.  In 
2013, the final permit on file was issued to contractor Unicon Group to 
replace and repair lateral braces in Hangars 4 and 5 for the Burbank Glendale 
Pasadena Airport at the cost of $110,000. 
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TABLE 10 
HANGARS 4 AND 5  PERMITS 

Issued Permit# Owner 
Architect/ 
Engineer Contractor Valuation Description 

07/13/1989 72013 Federal 
Express 

Rivers and 
Christian 

CEA 
Construction 
Inc.  

$100,000 Alteration of 
existing offices 
and restrooms in 
existing 
warehouse. 

12/20/1989 78373 Ameriflight None Horner 
Construction 

$15,000 Remodel non-
bearing partition 

08/28/1990 86150 First Interstate  None Heney Doug 
and Associates 

$36,540 Tenant 
improvements – 
New offices and 
shop in existing 
hangar   

08/14/1992 16603 Jet Aviation None Laughlin Corp $100,000 Tenant 
Improvements – 
Delete 
Restrooms, build 
2 new handicap 
restrooms, move 
partition walls, 
build 
maintenance 
room, restripe 
parking area.  

06/19/2013 BS13062
61 

Burbank 
Glendale 
Pasadena 
Airport 
Authority 

None Unicon Group $110,000 Replace/Repair 
Lateral Braces in 
hangars 4, 5, 7 
and 7A 

 

Hangars 6, 7, and 7A  
No original building permits for Hangars 6, 7, and 7A were found.  However, 
a previous evaluation of the buildings identified 1942 as the date of 
construction for Hangars 6 and 7 and 1950 for Hangar 7A.82  However, 
Hangar 7A appears in the 1948 photograph (Figure 37), indicating the 
previous documentation may be inaccurate.  Hangars 6, 7, and 7A were part 
of Lockheed’s Plant B-5.  Plant B-5 housed the company’s Field Services 
Program, which included technicians familiar with Lockheed’s various aircraft.  
The Field Services Program was responsible for providing service to 
Lockheed’s customers when the aircraft they had purchased experienced  

 

82   Ibid.  
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Figure 37 Aerial image showing Hangar 6, 7, and 7A, circa 1948; 
the hangars were part of Lockheed’s B-5 Plant 

 

SOURCE: Burbank-Glendale-Pasadena Airport Authority photographic archives, 2015 

 

problems.  During World War II, many of the Field Services Program 
employees were given remote assignments to service military aircraft.83  

As shown below in Table 11, contractor Innovative Storage Systems 
installed a free-standing mezzanine structure to the inside of the 
maintenance area of Hangar 6 for the sum of $20,000 in 1994, on behalf of 
Arco Aviation.  Two projects were permitted in 2013.  In June, contractor 
Unicon Group replaced and repaired lateral braces in Hangars 7 and 7a for 
$110,000 for Burbank Glendale Pasadena Airport Authority.  In December, 
contractor Ventura Construction Inc. replaced wall bracing in Hangar 6 for 
Bob Hope Airport at a cost of $47,000. 

 

83  Gil Cefaratt, Lockheed: The People Behind the Story (New York, NY: Turner Publishing 
Company, 2002), 82. 

Hangars 6, 7, and 7A 
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 TABLE 11 
BUILDING PERMITS FOR HANGAR 6, 7, AND 7A 

Issued Permit# Owner 
Architect/ 
Engineer Contractor Valuation Description 

10/19/1994 83016 Arco 
Aviation 

None Innovative 
Storage 
Systems 

$20,000 Install free 
standing 
mezzanine 
structure inside 
maintenance 
area of hangar. 

06/19/2013 BS1306261 Burbank 
Glendale 
Pasadena 
Airport 
Authority 

None Unicon 
Group 

$110,000 Replace/Repair 
Lateral Braces in 
Hangars 4, 5, 7 
and 7A 

12/20/2013 BS1312246 Bob Hope 
Airport Lic.  

None Ventura 
Construction 
Inc.  

$47,000 Hangar 6, 
Replace Wall 
Bracing 

 

Hangar 22 
No original building permit for Hangar 22 was found.  However, a previous 
evaluation of the buildings identified 1955 as the date of construction for 
Hangar 22, and historic aerials show the building in its current location.84  
Original building plans for Hangar 22 could not be located. However, the 
building has a large addition to the rear of the building.  Today, Hangar 22 
serves as a storage and maintenance facility for private aircraft at the Airport 
property, and the owners of these private aircraft have a lease arrangement 
with the Airport Authority.  According to the current lessee, Hangar 22 
recently has been subject to extensive remodeling, particularly the interior of 
the large addition located to the rear of the structure. 

Hangar 34  
Although no original building permit for Hangar 34 was found, historic aerials 
from 1952 show the building in its current location (Figure 38).  Original 
building plans for Hangar 34 could not be located; however, plans for 
neighboring Hangar 35—dated September 30, 1950—indicate that Hangar 34 
had been constructed by that time.  Two recent permits for the hangar were 
located, that show that the hangar has been subject to extensive remodeling 
in the last decade (Table 12).  In 2011, contractor Tredick Brothers 
Demolition and Recycling, Inc., demolished 5,500 square feet of office  

 

84  Stacey, Jordan, State of California Department of Parks and Recreation Form for Primary # 
P19-187330. Prepared July 23, 2002. 
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Figure 38 Historic aerial photograph showing Hangar 34, as located 
immediately adjacent to Hangar 35; photo from 1952 

 

SOURCE: www.historicaerials.com, 2016 

 

TABLE 12 
HANGAR 34 BUILDING PERMITS 

Issued Permit# Owner 
Architect/ 
Engineer Contractor Valuation Description 

04/29/2011 BS1104131 Burbank 
Glendale 
Pasadena 
Airport 
Authority 

None Tredick 
Brothers 
Demolition & 
Recycling Inc. 

$15,000 Interior demolition 
of 5,550 square 
feet of office 
partitions.  

08/21/2012 BS1202667 Bob Hope 
Airport Lic. 

John Bruce 
Camino 

Bara 
Infoware, 
Inc. 

$1,200,000 Office tenant 
improvement 
within existing 
hangar building 
(BLDG 34) 

 

  

Hangar 34 

Hangar 35 
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partitions for the Burbank Glendale Pasadena Airport Authority at a cost of 
$15,000.  In 2012 architect/engineer John Bruce Camino and contractor Bara 
Infoware carried out office tenant improvements within the hangar for the 
Bob Hope Airport at a cost of $1.2M. 

Hangar 35  
Although no original building permit for Hangar 35 was found, historic aerials 
from 1952 show the building in its current location (Figure 39).  Original 
building plans for Hangar 35 archived by the Burbank-Glendale-Pasadena 
Airport Authority’s facilities department show a date of September 30, 1950.  
In 1991, architect/engineer Charles Walton and Associates with contractor 
Emma Corporation built a temporary fire/rescue facility for $130,000 for the 
BGP Airport Authority.  A recent permit history is available for the hangar, 
which shows that it has been subject to large remodeling projects totaling 
more than $250,000 (Table 13).  In 2011, contractor US Dash Construction 
provided tenant improvements for the existing airport fire station trailer for 
Bob hope Airport at a cost of $117,000.  Two permits were issued in April 
2012. On April 10, a permit was issued to owner Bob Hope Airport allowing J. 
Evans Construction to replace missing/damaged rod bracings at a cost of 
$7,562.  On April 16, a permit was issued to Ameriflight allowing contractor 
Horner Construction to remodel a non-bearing partition(s) at a cost of 
$15,000. 

TABLE 13 
HANGAR 35 (FIRE DEPARTMENT) BUILDING PERMITS 

 

Issued Permit# Owner 
Architect/ 
Engineer Contractor Valuation Description 

11/15/1991 08010 BGP 
Airport 
Authorities  

Charles 
Walton and 
Associates 

Emma Corp $130,000 Temporary 
Fire/Rescue 
Facility 

03/15/2011 BS1009700 Bob Hope 
Airport Lic. 

None U S Dash 
Construction 
Inc.  

$117,000 Tenant 
improvement for 
existing Airport 
Fire Station 
trailer.  

04/10/2012 BS1203062 Bob Hope 
Airport Lic. 

None J. Evans 
Construction 

$7,562 Replace 
missing/damaged 
rod bracings 

04/16/2012 BS1203062 Ameriflight None Horner 
Construction 

$15,000 Remodel non-
bearing partition 
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Figure 39 Historic aerial photograph showing Hangar 35, as located 
immediately adjacent to Hangar 34, photo from 1952 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SOURCE: www.historicaerials.com, 2016 

Evaluation 

Previous Evaluations 
Previous Evaluations of the Airport 
The Burbank Airport has undergone several evaluations.  Moreover, several 
buildings and hangars that were subject to previous evaluations have since 
been demolished.  The Hamilton Aero Company Hangar—which was 
previously listed as a California Historical Point of Interest—was demolished 
due to damage it suffered as a result of the 1994 Northridge Earthquake.  In 
August 1997, the Lockheed Martin B-6 site was found ineligible for the 

Hangar 35 

Hangar 34 
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National Register due to a lack of integrity.85  In 2004, the property was 
evaluated as a district and found ineligible for National Register listing.   

Moreover, in 1986, fifteen properties were evaluated and found ineligible to 
the National Register during a survey of a potential district related to United 
Airport (Primary # 19-187105).  These properties are identified in Table 14.  
However, the statewide Historical Resources Inventory lists the buildings with 
a National Register Status code of 7R, which means that they were 
“identified in reconnaissance survey; [but] not evaluated.”  One of the 
buildings—the Terminal Building—was included in the evaluation and found 
ineligible. 

In 2002, eight resources located within the D-APE were surveyed and 
evaluated.86  However, here, in order to avoid any potential confusion, it is 
also important to note that, as part of that survey, resources were 
enumerated in a different manner than they are here within this report.  
While this report considers each hangar as a single entity for the purposes of 
evaluation, the 2002 evaluation treated those hangars that were physically 
connected to one another as a single property.  Therefore, this resulted in 
groupings of physically-attached hangars being assigned only one property 
resource number, rather than each individual hangar being assigned its own 
resource number.  Therefore, under the framework of the 2002 survey, it 
might appear to someone unfamiliar with the conventions of the evaluation 
as if there were only four resources evaluated, as only four numbers were 
assigned to the properties.  However, in fact, a property can be comprised of 
multiple buildings or structures, as they are at the Airport property, and each 
building or structure evaluated as part of a historic property is potentially 
eligible as a resource.  With that said, four historic properties—which were 
comprised of a total of eight individual structures (hangars)—were evaluated 
as part of the 2002 survey.  All four properties were found ineligible for the 
National Register, California Register and local designation, which means that 
each of the eight individual resources that comprised these four properties 
was also found ineligible.  These four properties were as follows: Primary# 
19-187327, which corresponds to Hangar 3; Primary# 19-187328, which 
corresponds to Hangar 4 and Hangar 5; Primary# 19-187329, which 
corresponds to Hangar 6, Hangar 7, Hangar 7A and Hangar 7B; and  

 

85  David B. Kessler, AICP, and Edward L. Melisky, Federal Aviation Administration. “U.S. 
Department of Transportation Federal Aviation Administration ‘No Eligibility Determination’ 
regarding the Lockheed-Martin B-6 Site for inclusion in the National Register of Historic 
Places.” August 1997. 

86 Stacey C. Jordan, Ph.D., Environmental Science Associates, and Mooney & Associates, 
Historic Properties Inventory and Evaluation for the Burbank-Glendale-Pasadena Airport, 
Burbank, California. Submitted to Burbank-Glendale-Pasadena Airport Authority. October 
2002.  
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TABLE 14 
2002 EVALUATION OF POTENTIAL BURBANK AIRPORT HISTORIC DISTRICT 

Early United Terminal Period (1929-1940) 

Building 
Type Property # 

Primary 
# 

Year  
Constructed 

Building 
Type PRG # 

National 
Register 
Status 
Code NOTES 

Bldg. 10 
Main 
Terminal 

033696 19- 
187105 

1929 Bldg. 10, 
main 
Terminal 
Building 

1510.002.0001 7R  

Hangar 28 033707 19- 
187105 

1940 Hangar 28 1510.002.0012 7R Lockheed 
Aircraft 

Hangar 29 033708 19- 
187105 

1940 Hangar 29 1510.002.0013 7R Lockheed 
Aircraft 

Hangar 34 033709 19- 
187105 

1940 Hangar 34 1510.002.0014 7R Lockheed 

Hangar 35 033710 19- 
187105 

1940 Hangar 35 1510.002.0015 7R Lockheed 

Lockheed Era (1940-1978) 

Building 9 033697 19- 
187105 

1956 Building 9 1510.002.0002 7R Stickney 

Building 
11 

033698 19- 
187105 

1956 Building 11 1510.002.0003 7R Pederson+ 
Stice 

Building 
24 

033701 19- 
187105 

1960 Building 24 1510.002.0006 7R  

Building 
23 

033700 19- 
187105 

1960 Building 23 1510.002.0005 7R  

Building 
25 

033702 19- 
187105 

1960 Building 25 1510.002.0007 7R  

Hangar 22 033699 19- 
187105 

1955 Hangar 22 1510.002.0004 7R Martin 
Aviation 

Hangar 27 033704 19- 
187105 

1960 Hangar 27 1510.002.0009 7R Martin  
Aviation 

Hangar 31 033706 19- 
187105 

1960 Hangar 31 1510.002.0011 7R Martin 
Aviation 

Hangar 30 033705 19- 
187105 

1960 Hangar 30 1510.002.0010 7R Martin 
Aviation 

Hangar 26 033703 19- 
187105 

1960 Hangar 26 1510.002.0008 7R Martin 
Aviation 

 

 
Primary# 19-187330, which corresponds to Hangar 22.  The four DPR forms 
that correspond to these four properties are included in Appendix C. 
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Description of Property Type  
Property Type: Air Terminal 
The National Park Service bulletin entitled National Register Bulletin: 

Guidelines for Evaluating and Documenting Historic Aviation Properties 
provides guidelines for the evaluation of historic resources associated with 
aviation history.87  The National Park Service identifies Air Terminals as 
places where aircraft usually take off and land. Air Terminals can include 
different types of properties, including runways, airfields, and taxiways.  
Land based Air Terminals typically consist of hangars and/or Aircraft 
Shelters, Passenger Terminals, Airport Traffic Control Towers, Ground Service 
Facilities, Administration Facilities, and Flight Training Facilities.  ESA used 
the guidance provided in the bulletin as a baseline for developing a more 
thorough property type description.  The identified features were further 
evaluated as either  “Primary” or “Secondary” features, based upon 
techniques of identification described in the National Park Service’s 
Preservation Brief 17, Architectural Character—Identifying the Visual Aspects 

of Historic Buildings as an Aid to Preserving their Character.88  Based upon 
the idea that some features are more important in defining  the character of 
a site than others, ESA identified “Primary” features as those directly related 
to providing commercial air travel services, while other features associated 
with supporting roles were identified as “Secondary” features.  

Air Terminals: Essential Physical Features89   

Primary Features 

• Hangars/Aircraft Shelters 
• Passenger Terminals  
• Airport Traffic Control Towers 

Secondary Features 

• Ground Service Facilities (Maintenance, Fuel, Storage) 
• Administration Facilities 
• Flight Training Facilities 

 

87  Anne Milbrooke, Patrick Andrus, Jody Cook, and David B. Whipple, National Register 
Bulletin: Guidelines for Evaluating and Documenting Historic Aviation Properties 
(Washington D.C.: Government Printing Office for the U.S. Department of the Interior, 
National Park Service, Cultural Resources, 1998). 

88   Lee H. Nelson, Preservation Brief 17: Architectural Character: Identifying the Visual 
Aspects of Historic Buildings as an Aid to Preserving their Character (Washington D.C.: 
Government Printing Office for the U.S. Department of the Interior, National Park Service, 
n.d.). 

89  Ibid, 22. 
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Building Type: Aircraft Hangar  
Historically, hangars were constructed to store aircraft; however, as the size 
and complexity of airplanes increased, the function of hangars evolved from 
simple storage spaces to enclosed workspaces for aircraft maintenance.  The 
earliest hangars were of wood-frame construction, and they were of very 
straightforward and utilitarian design.  They typically resembled either barn 
or garage buildings.90  However, due to World War I, the amount of aviators, 
airfields, and aircraft in the United States increased, and this resulted in 
innovations in the design and construction of hangars and support facilities, 
especially on military airfields.  For instance, the architect Albert Kahn— who 
is considered the foremost American industrial architect of his day and is 
well-known for his designs of automobile factories in Detroit, Michigan— 
designed standardized plans for hangar construction that included wood-
frame structures with gambrel roofs and sliding doors on tracks that 
extended beyond the building at the gable ends.91  Kahn’s standard design 
for the hangars at Langley Field, referred to as the Signal Corps Mobilization 
Hangar Plan, exhibit his creation of standardized plans for hangars.92 

Early Twentieth-Century Airplane Hangars 

As aviation programs expanded, permanent steel frame and masonry 
hangars became the standard airfield hangar types.  In 1926, Albert Kahn 
revolutionized hangar design in the United States with the design of the Ford 
Hangar at the Lansing Municipal Airport.  Earlier hangars were poorly 
designed, dark, temporary buildings with doors difficult to open in poor 
weather conditions.  Therefore, Kahn incorporated a number of innovations 
into the Ford Hangar that included cantilevered construction to open the 
building without the need of columns, designed hangar doors on a wheeled 
track located inside the building so they could be easily moved by one 
person, and provided more windows for greater natural light.93  Hangars 1 
and 2 constructed on the D-APE in 1929 by the Austin Company are 
examples of these innovations.  They feature Fenestra Round-the-Corner 

 

90  Jayne Aaron, Historical and Architectural Overview of Aircraft Hangers of the Reserves and 
National Guard Installations from World War I through the Cold War, Prepared for the 
Department of Defense Legacy Resource Management Program, June 2011, 4-10. 

91  Ibid, 4-12. 
92  David Trojan, “Building a World War One Aerodome,” American Aviators of World WWI, 

http://www.usaww1.com/USAS-Aerodromes-Payne-Field.php4, accessed February 8, 
2016. 

93  "Persistence Gains Honor," The Times (September 23, 1985). 
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doors, standard equipment included in all hangars built by the Austin 
Company.94 

Designed to be fireproof, the more modern hangars featured a steel frame 
clad with brick or stucco-covered hollow clay tile.  In a study of the historical 
and architectural development of airplane hangars, as conducted for the 
Department of Defense Legacy Resource Management Program, architectural 
historian Jayne Aaron describes the more modern hangars as follows:  “The 
typical hangar constructed in the early 1930s was rectangular with a gable 
roof, distinct corner piers, concrete floor, steel sash windows along the side 
elevations, and sliding metal doors on overhead tracks at the gabled ends.”95  

World War II and Cold War Era Airplane Hangars 

Over time, hangar sizes increased to accommodate the growing size of 
aircraft throughout World War II and the Cold War era.  As hangars grew 
larger, engineers developed new structural forms and stylistic references and 
the distinctive corner piers were replaced with standardized and simplified 
hangar designs.  Following the lead set forth by the United States Army 
Corps of Engineers (USACE), the new hangar designs of the 1940s resembled 
a large-scale Quonset hut featuring reinforced concrete slabs, corrugated 
metal siding, a segmental-arch roof supported by Warren roof steel trusses 
or steel bowstring trusses, and manually operated sliding doors.96  Eventually 
the design of hangars became standardized and shipped as prefabricated 
steel hangar kits. 97 

The varying forms of aircraft hangars can be analyzed to help determine their 
history.  In a report prepared for the Department of Defense, architectural 
historian Jayne Aaron described the common structural materials and cross 
section types associated with aviation hangars from different eras. Aaron 
writes that “building material is the most important characteristic in defining 
hangar types.”98  In addition to analyzing the hangar’s structural materials, 
analysis of its cross section can be important in establishing a hangar’s 
history.  

94  "Fenestra hanger doors and windows - 1929." 
https://archive.org/stream/FenestraHangerDoorsAndWindows 
1929/FenestraAirplaneHangerDoors_djvu.txt, accessed February 9, 2016. 

95  Jayne Aaron, 4-12. 
96  Jayne Aaron, 4-13 to 4-14. 
97  Janna Eggebeen, Airport Age: Architecture and Modernity in America. Dissertation 

Submitted to the Graduate Faculty in Art History, The City University of New York (2007): 
25. 

98  Jayne Aaron, 5-1. 
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Due to its versatility and high strength-to-weight ratio, steel is the most 
common material used in hangar construction.  The architectural historian 
Janna Eggebeen briefly describes the history of these steel hangars as 
follows:  “The first steel hangars were constructed as early as 1916 (one still 
stands at Naval Air Station Pensacola), and by 1917 the Navy had adopted a 
standardized steel design developed by Albert Kahn (the U.S. All Steel 
Hangar).”99  Steel hangars typically employ one of three different types of 
structural roof systems: truss, girder, and long-span joist construction.  
However, the majority of steel hangars are truss systems, which is a 
construction technique that is based on bridge design.  The same attributes 
that make trusses extremely effective for the design of bridges also lend 
themselves to the construction of hangars.  A truss system has the ability to 
provide support to a structure over a long span, allowing for broad open 
spaces with little to no support columns.  This is an important characteristic 
when constructing spaces to house large aircraft.  Often resembling the form 
of the trusses in wood hangars, steel trusses can be configured in a wide 
variety of configurations.  

Another feature that is helpful in identifying a particular types of aircraft 
hangar is its “cross section.”  A cross section is an architectural term that 
simply refers to the view of a building that would result if one were, 
hypothetically, to cut through a building perpendicular to a specified axis.100  
While gables and arches are the most common cross section types found in 
hangar design, another important cross section is the gambrel.  Architectural 
historian Janna Eggebeen describes the appearance of this type of hangar as 
follows:  “This is a form that looks similar to a traditional barn in that it has a 
double slope with the lower pitch greater than the upper pitch.”101  

In addition to studying the structural materials and support systems used in 
hangar design, studying attached offices and maintenance shops can further 
aid in evaluating the building.  This information can help to distinguish early 
airplane hangars that remain intact from early airplane hangars that have 
been subject to alteration, for as architectural historian Jenna Eggebeen 
notes, “early hangars were relatively rudimentary structures that were 
designed for a simple purpose—the storage and maintenance of aircraft.  As 
such, they usually were large open structures that provided little or no space 
dedicated to supporting activities.”102  However, by the 1930s, aircraft 
hangar design often incorporated dedicated spaces for support offices and 
maintenance shops; therefore, studying attached offices and maintenance 

 

99  Jayne Aaron, 5-2. 
100  Jayne Aaron, 5-4. 
101   Jayne Aaron, 5-7. 
102  Jayne Aaron, 5-7. 
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shops—and observing where they appear to be an integral part of the design, 
rather than an afterthought—can also help to distinguish early airplane 
hangars from those constructed after 1930.  

Evaluation of Potential Historic District Within the  
D-APE 
In the section that follows below, the Airport property’s potential eligibility to 
the National Register as a district is evaluated.  

Airport Property 
Architectural Description 

In 1929, the United Aircraft and Transportation Company constructed what 
would eventually be known as United Air Terminal.  Los Angeles’s first major 
airport consisted of two hangars and the Terminal Building, all three of which 
were constructed by the Austin Company.  Oriented to the southeast, the 
Terminal Building was originally designed with a Spanish Colonial Revival 
aesthetic with elements of the Art Deco style to convey the modern activity 
of air travel.  In the late 1950s the Terminal Building was remodeled with a 
more Mid-Century Modern style.  The Terminal Building has an arched 
footprint with a centrally located main entrance that has changed 
significantly throughout its history (alterations).  Above the main entry the 
Terminal Building rises to an Airport Traffic Control Tower, while two-story 
wings break off to the south and east (alterations).  Many of the support 
buildings and facilities associated with Lockheed Aircraft have been 
demolished to make way for parking areas and new passenger terminals 
(alterations).  The original Hangars 1 and 2 have been relocated; they no 
longer flank the Terminal Building as they did originally but, instead, they 
now stand alone near the facility’s southwest corner (alterations).  The 
Airport property site is dominated by wide open space containing the facility’s 
runways and taxiways, both of which have been reconfigured to keep up with 
advancements in aviation technology (alteration).  In addition to Hangars 1 
and 2, Hangars 4, 5 6, 7, and 7A, once the home of Lockheed’s Field Service 
Department, are grouped along the Airport property’s southern boundary, 
next to Empire Avenue.  Hangars 34 and 35 are isolated to the north of the 
other hangars on the opposite side of the runaway.  These hangars were 
once the home of the Flying Tigers Line Inc., an airfreight company and 
precursor of FedEx.  Hangar 22 sits even further north of Hangars 34 and 35, 
and towards the western boundary of the property. 

Integrity Analysis 

As the National Register Bulletin 15: How to Apply the National Register 

Criteria for Evaluation (NPS Bulletin #15) describes, “a property must not 
only be shown to be significant under the National Register criteria, but it 
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also must have integrity” in order to be listed on the National Register.103  
Moreover, within the concept of integrity, the National Register criteria 
recognizes seven aspects or qualities that define integrity; these are as 
follows:  location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling and 
association.  As NPS Bulletin #15 also explains, the evaluation of integrity 
must always be grounded in an understanding of a property's physical 
features and how they relate to its significance.  NPS Bulletin #15 expands 
upon this idea, as follows:  “To retain historic integrity a property will always 
possess several, and usually most, of the aspects.  The retention of specific 
aspects of integrity is paramount for a property to convey its significance.  
Determining which of these aspects are most important to a particular 
property requires knowing why, where, and when the property is significant.”   

NPS Bulletin #15 also provides guidance in regard to the manner in which 
the integrity of a district should be assessed, stating as follows:  “For a 
district to retain integrity as a whole, the majority of the components that 
make up the district's historic character must possess integrity even if they 
are individually undistinguished.”104  In order to ascertain whether the 
district retained integrity as a whole, ESA categorized each potential 
contributor to the district as having either primary importance or secondary 
importance, using the list of Essential Physical Features identified with the Air 
Terminal property type (developed by ESA and discussed earlier in this 
report).  To determine if the Airport property retained enough historic 
character to convey its significance, a potential contributor needed to retain 
most of the aspects of integrity that follow: location, design, feeling, 
materials, and association.105  Workmanship was not considered to be a 
particularly important aspect of integrity, as the buildings and structures in 
question are all of a very utilitarian construction, and, therefore, do not 
display a high degree of workmanship.  Setting was also not considered to be 
a particularly important aspect of integrity as all of the buildings and 
structures share exactly the same setting, the setting of a functioning 
airport.  Here, it is important to note that two buildings on the Airport 
property—Hangars 1 and 2—have had their immediate setting altered in that 
they’ve been relocated to another location on the Airport property; however, 
their overall setting has been retained as they remain on the Airport property 

 

103  U.S. Department of the Interior, National Park Service, National Register Bulletin 15: How 

to Apply the National Register Criteria for Evaluation (Washington D.C.: Government 
Printing Office, 1997), 44-46. 

104  U.S. Department of the Interior, National Park Service, National Register Bulletin 15: How 

to Apply the National Register Criteria for Evaluation (Washington D.C.: Government 
Printing Office, 1997), 44-46.  

105  SurveyLA Historic Context Outline and Summary Tables: Aviation and Aerospace, 1911-
1989, 39, 
http://www.preservation.lacity.org/files/Industrial%20Development%2C%201850-
1980.pdf, accessed January 27, 2015 (Appendix K). 
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(the location of the two hangars as relocated properties will be analyzed as 
part of the Integrity Analysis).  To determine which of the extant buildings 
dating from the period of significance (1929-1949) should be considered 
potential contributors to a district, ESA conducted an integrity analysis of 
each individual building or structure to determine if it contributed to the 
overall integrity of the potential district; if the building or structure fell 
outside of the period of significance, that fact also was noted in Table 15.  

Based on the integrity analysis above, the only primary features that remain 
extant as part of the original Airport property are multiple hangars dating 
from the period of significance (1929-1949).  Hangars 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 
7A each possess enough integrity to be considered contributors to a potential 
district.  However, in order for the Airport property to convey its significance 
as an early commercial airport as a district, the grouping of buildings that are 
contributors to the period of significance would need to possess enough 
integrity and be a grouping of different building types.  Because all of the 
buildings are hangar types they, therefore, cannot be considered eligible as a 
potential district.  

The Terminal Building (Building 10) historically served as the facility’s 
passenger terminal, Airport Traffic Control Tower, and administration facility. 
However, significant alterations to the Terminal Building have resulted in a 
loss of essential features related to an early air terminal, such as flight 
training facilities and ground support maintenance facilities.  In particular, 
the Terminal Building was subject to extensive alterations by the late 1950s 
which significantly modernized its appearance into a Mid-Century Modern 
style, rather than the Spanish Colonial Revival aesthetic with elements of the 
Art Deco style that characterized the original Terminal Building.  
Subsequently, in the 1960s, the Terminal Building was subject to a 
devastating fire that destroyed substantial portions of the building, including 
most of the second floor.  

Given the lack of integrity of the Terminal Building as well as the lack of 
different extant building types from the period of significance, the airport 
does not convey historical significance, and therefore, the Airport property 
possesses insufficient integrity for consideration as a district.  
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TABLE 15 
ESSENTIAL PHYSICAL FEATURES OF THE AIR TERMINAL PROPERTY TYPE  

1.  Primary Features 

Description Integrity NRHP Eligibility Assessment 

Hangars/Aircraft Shelters 

Hangar 1  Location: No Appears Eligible for Listing on 
the National Register as an 
Individual Resource and as a 
Potential District Contributor 

Feeling: Yes 
Design: Yes 
Materials: Yes 
Association: Yes 

Hangar 2 Location: No Appears Eligible for Listing on 
the National Register as an 
Individual Resource and as a 
Potential District Contributor 

Feeling: Yes 
Design: Yes 
Materials: Yes 
Association: Yes 

Hangar (Building 3) Location: Yes Non-Contributor to a Potential 
District Feeling: No 

Design: No 
Materials: No 
Association: No 

Hangar 4 and 5 Location: Yes Contributor to a Potential 
District  Feeling: Yes 

Design: Yes 
Materials: Yes 
Association: Yes 

Hangar 6, 7, and 7A Location: Yes Contributor to a Potential 
District Feeling: Yes 

Design: Yes 
Materials: Yes 
Association: Yes 

Hangar 22 Location: NA Non-Contributor to a Potential 
District; Constructed Outside 
the Period of Significance 

Feeling: NA 
Design: NA 
Materials: NA 
Association: NA 

Hangar 34 Location: NA Non-Contributor to a Potential 
District; Constructed Outside 
the Period of Significance 

Feeling: NA 
Design: NA 
Materials: NA 
Association: NA 

Hangar 35 Location: NA Non-Contributor to a Potential 
Historic District, Constructed 
Outside the Period of 
Significance 

Feeling: NA 
Design: NA 
Materials: NA 
Association: NA 
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Description Integrity NRHP Eligibility Assessment 

Passenger Terminals 
Building 9  Location: NA Non-Contributor to a Potential 

Historic District; Outside the 
Period of Significance 

Feeling: NA 
Design: NA 
Materials: NA 
Association: NA 

Terminal Building (Building 10) Location: Yes Non-Contributor to a Potential 
Historic District Feeling: No 

Design: No 
Materials: No 
Association: No 

Building 11 Location: NA Non-Contributor to a Potential 
Historic District; Outside the 
Period of Significance 

Feeling: NA 
Design: NA 
Materials: NA 
Association: NA 

2.  Secondary Features 

Description Integrity Eligibility Assessment 

Ground Service Facilities (Maintenance, Fuel, Storage) 
The previous evaluation of the Burbank-Glendale-Pasadena Airport did not identify features of this type 
as existing  from the period of significance, and none appear extant on the airport property today106  

Administration Facilities 
Terminal Building (Building 10) Location: Yes Non-Contributor to a Potential 

Historic District  Feeling: No 
Design: No 
Materials: No 
Association: No 

Flight Training Facilities 

The previous evaluation of the Burbank-Glendale-Pasadena Airport did not identify features of this type 
as existing from the period of significance, and none appear extant on the airport property today.107 

 

Significance Evaluation 

The Airport property is associated with the two different historic contexts, as 
follows:  The Establishment and Operation of United Air Terminal (1929-
1949); and Lockheed Aircraft’s Ownership and Occupancy of the Airport 
Property (1940-1989).  Based upon the identified historic contexts, the 
former United Air Terminal building complex appears potentially significant 
for its association with commercial air travel, as Los Angeles’ first trans-

 

106  Stacey C. Jordan, Historic Properties Inventory and Evaluation for the Burbank-Glendale-
Pasadena Airport, Burbank, California, Prepared for the Burbank-Glendale-Pasadena 
Airport Authority, October 2002. 

107  Ibid. 
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continental airport. ESA identified a period of significance of 1929 to 1949, 
beginning with the airport’s initial construction in 1929 and ending in 1949, 
the year when Los Angeles Municipal Airport (now known as Los Angeles 
International Airport) began to surpass the Terminal Building in the number 
of annual passengers served.   

Despite its historical association with commercial air travel, the Airport 
property lacks key character-defining features associated with early air 
terminals and no longer conveys this historical association.  The Airport 
property is also associated with Lockheed Aircraft, who owned and operated 
the facility for a 38-year period, from 1940 to 1978, and occupied only a 
portion of the site for an 11-year period after that until 1989.  Despite this 
long tenure at the site, a majority of the buildings associated with Lockheed 
Aircraft’s operations have been demolished; therefore, the Airport property 
no longer retains enough integrity to convey that significance.  

Broad Patterns of History 
With regard to broad patterns of history, the following are the relevant 
criteria: 

National Register Criterion A:  Is associated with events that have made a 
significant contribution to the broad patterns of our history. 

In the 1920s, the growing enthusiasm for aviation prompted the Aeronautics 
Board of the U.S. Department of Commerce to conduct a survey identifying 
new locations for airfields.  The Aeronautics Board reported that Burbank had 
the most favorable airport location surveyed.108  By the mid-1930s, the 
Airport property’s U advanced design, safety features, and close proximity to 
Los Angeles attracted several major airlines, including Pan American, 
Western Airlines, and Trans-World Airlines.  The airfield quickly became a 
main transportation hub for the Los Angeles area, providing trans-continental 
air travel to millions of Americans over the decades of its existence, until it 
was overshadowed in importance by the Los Angeles Municipal Airport by 
1949.  Based on this historic context, the period of significance for the 
Airport property, which was historically first known as the United Air 
Terminal, is 1929-1949.  However, after careful analysis of the key features 
associated with historic air terminals, ESA concluded that the Airport 
property lacked the integrity necessary to convey its historic significance as 
an early commercial airport associated with the history of early commercial 
air travel.  Today, there are multiple hangar facilities extant on the Airport 
property that retain a high enough level of integrity to be considered 
contributors to a potential district.  However, no other types of facilities 

 

108  Jackson Mayers, Burbank History (Burbank, CA: Soldado Publishing Company, 1974), 83.  
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associated with an early commercial airport remain extant.  Therefore, when 
the Airport property is considered in its entirety, the United Air Terminal 
building complex does not possess the full range of building types that would 
have played a supporting role to an early commercial airport — such as flight 
training facilities and ground service facilities— that would allow it to convey 
its significance as an early commercial airport, and, thus, to be considered 
eligible to the National Register as a potential district.  The Terminal Building 
(Building 10), which was constructed to include an Airport Traffic Control 
Tower as well as administrative facilities for the Airport property, has been 
significantly altered since the period of significance and does not qualify as a 
contributing feature to the potential district.  Therefore, the Airport 
property lacks sufficient integrity to convey its historic significance 
and is not found eligible to the National Register as a district under 
Criterion A for its association with events that have made a 
significant contribution to the broad patterns of our history.  

Significant Persons 
With regard to associations with important persons, the relevant criterion is 
as follows: 

National Register Criterion B:  Is associated with the lives of persons 
significant in our past.   

As a potential district, the subject property is not significantly associated with 
persons significant to local, state, or national history.  Although the early 
history of the Airport property is associated with important aviators like 
Amelia Earhart and Charles Lindbergh, their achievements and associations 
are more closely tied to individual hangars on the airfield, such as Hangar 14 
in which Lindbergh had his office and which is no longer extant, than to the 
Airport property as a whole.  Furthermore, research of the Airport property’s 
ownership history did not reveal any personages significant to local, State, or 
national history.  Therefore, the Airport property is not found eligible 
for listing on the National Register under Criterion B for its 
association with the lives of persons significant in our past. 

Architecture 
With regard to architecture, design or construction, the relevant criterion is 
as follows: 

National Register Criterion C:  Embodies the distinctive characteristics of 
a type, period, or method of construction or that represent the work of a 
master, or that possess high artistic values, or that represent a significant 
and distinguishable entity whose components may lack individual distinction. 
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When the Airport property was constructed in 1929, it occupied 234 acres of 
land and was widely regarded as “the model airport in the United States.”109  
Fair weather conditions year-round and ample wide open space made the 
Terminal Building (Building 10) at the Airport property one of the safest air 
terminals in the country.  Furthermore, the Airport property’s close proximity 
to the major metropolis of Los Angeles made it one of the nation’s premier 
airports.  However, significant alterations throughout the Airport property’s 
history have resulted in it no longer retaining enough integrity for it to 
adequately convey its significance as an early commercial airport.  In 
particular, the Airport property’s original design and configuration have been 
altered so extensively that it no longer has integrity of design, materials, 
workmanship, materials, setting, association or feeling as an early 
commercial airport.  After purchasing the facility in 1940, Lockheed Aircraft 
extended the runways and doubled the size of the Airport property to over 
500 acres. Lockheed’s ownership of the Airport property spanned a 38-year 
period of time, in which multiple hangars and factories were added by 
Lockheed. However, the majority of these buildings and structures have since 
been demolished, and Hangars that were originally constructed on the site in 
1929 have been relocated to new locations on site.  Furthermore, the 
Terminal Building (Building 10) has undergone multiple alterations, including 
a major reconstruction following a catastrophic fire in 1966. Other significant 
alterations to the Terminal Building include the addition of 1-story passenger 
concourses to the south and east in the 1970s.  Therefore, due to a 
significant lack of integrity, the Airport property is no longer able to 
convey its significance and it is not found eligible to meet National 
Register Criterion C as an exceptional, distinctive, outstanding, or 
singular example of its type or style.  

National Register Criterion D:  It yields, or may be likely to yield, 
information important in prehistory or history. 

While most often applied to archaeological districts and sites, Criterion D can 
also apply to buildings, structures, and objects that contain important 
information. In order for these types of properties to be eligible under 
Criterion D, they themselves must be, or must have been, the principal 
source of the important information. The Airport property does not yield 
significant information that would expand our current knowledge or theories 
of design, methods of construction, operation, or other information that is 
not already known.  Therefore, the Airport property has not yielded and is 
not likely to yield information important to prehistory or history and do not 
appear to satisfy National Register Criterion D.  Therefore, the Airport 

 

109  Ibid, 129.  
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does not meet the above criterion at the national, State, or local 
level. 

Evaluation of Individual Buildings Within the D-APE 
In addition to investigating the Airport property’s eligibility as a district, ESA 
also evaluated each building on the Airport property for its eligibility to the 
National Register as an individually-eligible resource.  Within the D-APE there 
are twelve (12) buildings and structures over 50 years of age, which is the 
age threshold that a property must meet in order to be considered eligible to 
the National Register unless it meets the Criteria Consideration for 
exceptional significance.  These twelve buildings consist of ten (10) hangar 
structures, one (1) building, and one (1) terminal building.  A number of the 
hangars are identical to one another or are physically connected; due to this, 
in previous evaluations, multiple hangars were sometimes treated as a single 
building.  However, for purposes of this evaluation, each hangar is discussed 
below as a single unit or structure, although they are also discussed in 
tandem with the other hangars with which they are grouped.  An 
architectural description, significance evaluation, and an integrity analysis for 
each building and structure in the D-APE are provided below. 

Terminal Building (Building 10) 
Architectural Description 

The original Spanish Colonial Revival and Art Deco terminal was built in 
1929; however, it was remodeled to have a modern appearance sometime 
prior to the 1950s, which dramatically changed its style from the original.  
The second floor of the building and the control tower was substantially 
damaged by a fire in 1966.  Subsequently, the damaged portions of the 
building—the second floor and Airport Traffic Control Tower—were 
reconstructed and the first floor also would have had to be reconstructed.  In 
the intervening years since the fire, the building has been substantially 
remodeled once again to a more contemporary appearance and further 
altered so that it no longer resembles either its original architectural style 
(Figure 40) or its remodeled pre-fire appearance.  

The Terminal Building still has its original arced footprint and a similar overall 
massing; however, it does not retain any integrity from its original 
construction due to its remodeling, reconstruction and alterations 
(Figures 41 and 42).  Two wings, one to the south and one to the east, 
extend from a centrally located tower. In 1956, Building 9 was constructed 
and attached to the Terminal Building’s east end.  In 1974, the PSA 
Concourse (Building 11) was built and attached to the south end of the 
Terminal Building (Figure 43).  The primary entrance to the Terminal 
Building is located at the base of the tower and consists of automatic sliding  
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Figure 40 Left: Exterior view of the Terminal Building, circa 1930; 
Right: Exterior view of the Terminal Building, date unknown 

 

SOURCE: Burbank-Glendale-Pasadena Airport Authority photographic archives, 2015 

 

Figure 41 Exterior view of the Terminal Building 
 

 

SOURCE: ESA, 2018 
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Figure 42 Overhead view of Terminal Building identified by the red 
box 

 

SOURCE: Google Earth, 2016 
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Figure 43 Left: View of the Terminal Building’s connection to 
adjacent Building 11 (passenger concourse), View Northwest; Right: 

View from the Terminal Building’s Airport Traffic Control Tower, 
looking down on second floor windows (alterations), View Northeast 

SOURCE: ESA, 2015 

 

glass doors (alteration).  A flat roofed awning extends from the building and 
reads “Terminal A” (alteration).  The Terminal Building is clad in stucco siding 
and features rows of fixed plate glass windows on the second floor 
(alterations).  The rear of the building features the same basic architectural 
vocabulary as the front of the building in terms of materials and finishes, but 
it is much more utilitarian in character (Figures 44 and 45).  The interior of 
the building has been subject to numerous tenant improvement projects over 
the years so that very little in the way of interior finishing or fixed 
furnishings, such as airport seating, appears to be original (Figures 46 
and 47). 
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Figure 44 Rear elevation of the Terminal, Building View southeast  

 

SOURCE: ESA, 2018 
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Figure 45 Rear elevation of the Terminal Building, including 
addition near south end, View east 

 

SOURCE: ESA, 2018 

 

Figure 46 A View of the Interior of the Terminal Building 

 

SOURCE: ESA, 2015 
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Figure 47 A Second View of the Interior of the Terminal Building 

 

SOURCE: ESA, 2015 

 

Integrity Analysis 

The Terminal Building has experienced significant changes since its original 
construction in 1929 including remodeling during the 1950s that changed its 
appearance and architectural style from Spanish Colonial Revival to Modern, 
destruction by fire in 1966 that destroyed the second floor and control tower, 
substantial reconstruction after the fire, and later remodeling to update the 
building to a more contemporary appearance and other additional alterations.  
None of the features of the original building remain other than the building 
footprint, which was designed in the shape of an arc.  As part of the research 
and analysis effort presented within this report, over three thousand pages of 
building permits were collected from the City of Burbank’s Building 
Department.  The majority of these permits document changes and additions 
to the Terminal Building, itself, throughout its eighty-year history.  The 
building remains in its original location and the use of this building has 
remained substantially the same. It has consistently functioned as a 
passenger terminal, airport traffic control tower, and administrative offices 
over the years.  Therefore, the Terminal Building retains its integrity of 
location and association. However, based upon the large volume of 
alterations to the Terminal Building—as identified through both physical 
inspection and examination and analysis of the building’s historic 
documentation—the Terminal Building lacks the other five of the seven 
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aspects of integrity. It lacks integrity in design, workmanship, materials, 
feeling, and setting.  

Significance Evaluation 

While the Terminal Building was evaluated for its potential significance for its 
association with early commercial air travel, ESA found that it no longer 
conveys its significant historical association due to substantial changes to the 
building through remodeling, partial demolition by fire, substantial 
reconstruction after the fire, and later remodeling and alterations that have 
resulted in its current lack of integrity of design, workmanship, materials, 
feeling, and setting.  There is no evidence that the building is significantly 
associated with historic personages important to local, state, or national 
history.  Furthermore, the Terminal Building does not appear to be an 
excellent example of a particular type or style of architecture.  The original 
Spanish Colonial Revival-style in which it was built has been significantly 
altered through remodeling, reconstruction and alterations so that the 
building no longer retains any integrity from its original construction.  The 
Terminal Building was previously evaluated in 1987, and at this time, it was 
found ineligible for historic designation because it was found to lack its 
original design integrity.  ESA concurs with this previous determination.  
Based upon ESA’s own evaluation of the Terminal Building, it is not 
found to be individually eligible to the National Register under any of 
the applicable criteria. Furthermore, the Terminal Building does not 
retain sufficient integrity for consideration as a contributor to a 
potential district eligible to the National Register.  

Hangars 1 and 2 
Location is one of the seven aspects of integrity110 that must be analyzed for 
any given building, and neither Hangar 1 nor Hangar 2 is in their original 
location on the Airport property and have lost their integrity of location.  
Originally, Hangars 1 and 2 were constructed to flank each side of the 
Terminal Building (see Figures 30 and 31).  However, in 1967 and 1968, 
Hangars 1 and 2 were moved to their current locations on the western 
portion of the Airport property.  

Architectural Description 

Hangars 1 and 2 were constructed in 1929 of identical design and 
construction to one another.  However, in 1967 and 1968, Hangars 1 and 2 
were relocated to the western portion of the Airport property, a location 
which is to the west of Building 3 and Hangars 4 and 5, which is their current 
location.  Today, both hangars still retain their character-defining features 

 

110  The seven aspects of integrity are location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, 
feeling and association.  
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including a rectangular footprint that is approximately 200 feet by 125 feet, 
concrete foundations, steel hangar doors of the “slide around the corner 
type,” slight gable roofs with a parapet extending above the roofline, and 
closed truss construction (Figures 48 through 62).  The hangars are 
anchored by concrete, square piers located at the four corners of the building 
sheathed in corrugated metal to resemble fluting.  The north and south (side) 
elevations of each hangar have steel sash industrial style windows.    

Figure 48 Aerial photograph showing Hangar 2 (left) and Hangar 1 
(right)  

 

SOURCE: Bing Maps 

 

Figure 49 View of West elevation of Hangar 2, view southeast 

 

SOURCE: Dave Kessler, FAA, 2018 
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Figure 50 Detail view of East elevation of Hangar 2 showing the 
large steel multi-glass-paned sliding doors known as “Fenestra 

Airplane Hangar Doors” 

 

SOURCE: ESA, 2018 

 

Figure 51 North elevation of Hangar 2 (view south) showing the 
industrial style windows that exist on each of the side (north and 

south) elevations of both Hangars 1 and 2 

 

SOURCE: ESA, 2018 
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Figure 52 West and South Elevations of Hangar 2, View northeast 

 

SOURCE: ESA, 2018 

 

Figure 53 South Elevation of Hangar 2, View northeast 

 

SOURCE: ESA, 2015 
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Figure 54 East Elevation of Hangar 1, View Southeast 

 

SOURCE: Dave Kessler, FAA, 2020 

 

Figure 55 South and East Elevations of Hangar 1, View Northwest 

 

SOURCE: ESA, 2015 
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Figure 56 North Elevation of Hangar 1, View Southwest 

 

SOURCE: ESA, 2015 

 

Figure 57 West Elevation of Hangar 1, View Southeast  

 

SOURCE: ESA, 2018 
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Figure 58 Interior of Hangar 1 

 

SOURCE: ESA, 2018 

 

Figure 59 Interior of Hangar 1 

 

SOURCE: ESA, 2018 
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Figure 60 Interior of Hangar 2 

 

SOURCE: ESA, 2018 

 

Figure 61 Interior of Hangar 2 

 

SOURCE: ESA, 2018 
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Figure 62 Label on the Fenestra Airplane Hangar Doors as 
manufactured by the Detroit Steel Product Company 

 

SOURCE: ESA, 2015 

 

The large steel multi-glass-paned sliding doors known as “Fenestra Airplane 
Hangar Doors” comprise the east and west sides of the hangars.  The doors 
are broken into segments, and each segment generally consists of four 
panels of sixteen-light windows.  Each segment is equipped with wheel 
mechanisms at the base that fit a curved track mounted on the concrete floor 
of the hangar.  As a result, when the doors are opened, the segments roll 
inside the central portion of the hangar along the north and south walls.  
Above these doors is a band of twelve-light clerestory windows with metal 
sash that align vertically with the windows in the doors.  Spanning between 
the two piers is a concrete, stepped parapet. 

Today, the hangars also possess subtle differences in their construction due 
to some limited alteration to each of them, such as the limited replacement 
of some glass panes in windows.  It appears that some of the glass panes in 
the industrial windows on the north and south elevations have been replaced 
over the years as there is a variety of different glass types. Some glass 
panes are also missing.  In addition, the concrete, square piers located at the 
four corners of each of the two buildings, which are sheathed in corrugated 
metal to resemble fluting, also appear to be an alteration.  Furthermore, the 
concrete pads that both hangars sit upon are also known to be non-original 
replacements of the original concrete pads.   
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Both hangars also have non-original additions to them; however, these 
additions all occur on secondary elevations and they adjoin the hangars in an 
additive manner that permits the original hangar structures to still read as 
distinct entities.  Both hangars have one-story additions attached to their 
south (side) elevations.  These additions stretch the entire length 
(approximately 200 feet) of these elevations.  The additions are rectangular 
in plan, and they serve as office space.  The additions were added to each 
hangar sometime around 1968, and they appear to be replacements of 
similar additions that were affixed to each of these two hangars historically.  
Hangar 1 also has two additions located on its other side (north) elevation.  
One of the two additions is one story in height, and the other is two stories.  
The one-story addition is constructed of corrugated metal, while the two-
story addition is constructed of concrete block.  It appears that the two-story 
addition was constructed to simply abut the existing north elevation, leaving 
what was previously an exterior wall of sash windows on the north elevation 
of the hangar intact so that the addition is essentially reversible.  However, 
the one-story addition cannot be considered completely reversible as when it 
was constructed, some panels of windows on the lower east corner of the 
south elevation were removed.  However, this alteration of the hangar is 
relatively minor so that that the structure, itself, remains largely intact. 

Integrity Analysis 

Location is one of the seven aspects of integrity111 that must be analyzed for 
any given building, and neither Hangar 1 nor Hangar 2 is in their original 
location on the Airport property and have lost their integrity of location.  
Originally, Hangars 1 and 2 were constructed to flank each side of the 
Terminal Building (see Figures 30 and 31).  However, in 1967 and 1968, 
Hangars 1 and 2 were moved to their current locations on the western 
portion of the Airport property, a location which is to the west of Building 3 
and Hangars 4 and 5.  

Because Hangars 1 and 2 were relocated from their original location to 
another location on the Airport property, they need to be analyzed for both 
their integrity and significance under National Register Criteria Consideration 
B for Moved Properties.  This is because the loss of integrity with regard to a 
property’s original location is not insignificant with regard to its potential 
eligibility to the National Register of Historic Places (NHRP).  The National 
Park Service’s publication entitled National Register Bulletin #15: How to 

Apply the National Register Criteria for Evaluation (Bulletin #15) concisely 
describes exactly why relocation is considered to be so damaging to a 
building’s integrity as follows:  

 

111  The seven aspects of integrity are location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, 
feeling and association.  
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Moving a property destroys the relationships between the property and 

its surroundings and destroys associations with historic events and 

persons.  A move may also cause the loss of historic features such as 

landscaping, foundations, and chimneys, as well as loss of the 

potential for associated archaeological deposits.112  

In recognition of the deleterious effect that relocating a building causes, the 
National Park Service, which administers the NRHP, generally does not allow 
moved properties to be eligible to the National Register unless “they were 
moved before their period of significance.”113  However, Hangars 1 and 2 do 
not meet this requirement, as they were moved after their period of 
significance.   

Nonetheless, if a property does not meet this exception to the rule, then it 
still may qualify for eligibility to the National Register, but only if it meets 
what the agency calls “Criteria Consideration B” for Moved Properties, as 
previously mentioned.  Moreover, one of the types of properties that must 
meet Criteria Consideration B, as described in Bulletin #15 is “a resource 
moved from one location on its original site to another location on the 
property, during or after its Period of Significance.”114  This applies to 
Hangars 1 and 2, as they represent resources moved in 1967 and 1968 from 
their original location adjacent to the Terminal Building to another location on 
the Airport property (and, as previously stated, after their period of 
significance).  Therefore, the application of Criteria Consideration B is 
necessary in order to evaluate whether these two relocated properties may 
be eligible to the NRHP regardless of their lack of integrity in regard to 
location.   

Finally, Criteria Consideration B states as follows: “A property removed from 
its original or historically significant location can be eligible [ESA’s emphasis] 
if it is significant primarily for architectural value or it is the surviving 
property most importantly associated with a historic person or event.” Since 
Hangars 1 and 2 are significant primarily for the architectural value as 
examples of a rare building type—an early commercial hangar—Criteria 
Consideration B is also applicable in this regard. Moreover, because they are 
considered significant primarily for their architectural value, the aspects of 
integrity that are most important for them to retain are those most closely 
associated with their architecture, which are as follows: design, materials 
and workmanship. To be clear, this does not mean that it is not necessary for 

 

112  See U.S. Department of the Interior, National Park Service, “How to Apply the Criteria 
Considerations” in National Register Bulletin #15: How to Apply the National Register 
Criteria for Evaluation (Washington D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1997), 27. 

113  Ibid. 
114  Ibid. 
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the hangars to retain the other aspects of integrity, as well, but the three 
aforementioned aspects of integrity are privileged over the remaining three 
(feeling, association, and setting).  

Integrity Analysis 

Hangars 1 and 2 retain their integrity of design, materials, and workmanship 
to a strong degree.  The hangars have a very spare design aesthetic, as they 
were designed as highly functional and utilitarian structures.  Their primary 
exterior and interior character-defining feature include the large door 
openings in the front and rear (east and west) elevations that permit the 
unencumbered movement of planes into the interior space of the hangars; 
the stepped concrete parapet that surmounts these door openings; the roof 
trusses that free the exterior walls of the hangars of any necessity for 
additional supports to the interior; the wide open space of the interior 
beneath the trusses that, like the door openings on the front and rear 
elevations, facilitates the easy movement of planes between the hangars’ 
exteriors and interiors; and the large clerestory window walls located on the 
two side (north and south) elevations of the hangars that admit an 
abundance of natural light into the interior space.  

However, there are some minor alterations to the two hangars that do affect 
their integrity in terms of both design and materials; however, this is not to 
the degree that the integrity of their design is seriously compromised.  
Design changes to each of the two hangars primarily encompasses the 
additions to them (three additions to Hangar 1 and one addition to 
Hangar 2).  However, all of these additions are placed on secondary 
elevations—rather than on one of the two primary elevations that exist on 
each hangar—so that they don’t significantly detract from the appearance of 
the main elevations.  Each of the additions is also of a lower massing than 
the hangars, themselves, and they are placed on the hangars in an additive 
manner.  Because of the way that the additions are placed on the two 
buildings with respect to their location and massing, the additions still permit 
the two hangars to visually read as distinct entities (i.e. as 1920s hangars 
with additions to them) rather than the entire assemblage reading as a 
unified whole.  

There also has been minor modification to the two hangars in terms of 
materials.  This includes the limited replacement of some glass panes in the 
industrial clerestory windows that occur on the two hangars side elevations, 
the replacement of the original piers at the four corners of the buildings with 
new concrete piers sheathed in corrugated metal to resemble fluting, and the 
replacement of the original concrete pads upon which the two hangars sit 
with new concrete pads following the relocation of the two hangars in 1967 
and 1968.  However, overall, the hangars appear to retain their original 
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materials to a strong degree.  Materials of especial note include the Fenestra 
doors on both the front and rear elevations, the interior track that allows the 
large hangar doors to move around the interior space they enclose with ease, 
the metal roof trusses, and the large span of industrial clerestory windows 
that occur on the hangars’ side elevations.  

Finally, as early commercial hangar buildings that were mass-produced, the 
workmanship evidenced in the hangars is that of the machine and the factory 
assembly line, a combination that was quickly becoming the standard means 
of production for new types of industrially-produced consumer products in 
the early twentieth century, from Ford automobiles to the small planes that 
these types of hangars were constructed to house.  This type of production 
allowed buildings such as the hangars to be manufactured elsewhere as a 
partially assembled kit of parts, brought to the site where they were to be 
erected, and then constructed quickly with a minimum of effort.  Components 
of the hangars that demonstrate this kind of machined, factory-produced 
workmanship include the Fenestra doors on the front and rear elevations of 
the two hangars, the large span of metal, the metal track that allows the 
Fenestra doors to slide easily, the industrial clerestory windows located on 
the two sides of each of the hangars, and the metal roof trusses that allowed 
the large roof span of the hangars to be quickly erected.  Therefore, with 
regard to workmanship, the integrity of the hangars is very high. 

With respect to the remaining three aspects of integrity, the hangars also 
retain an adequate amount that the buildings are able to convey their 
historical significance. Because the hangars retain a relatively high degree of 
integrity with respect to their design, materials, and workmanship, they also 
retain their feeling as excellent architectural examples of the early hangar 
property type.  Moreover, since Hangars 1 and 2 are still in use as working 
commercial hangars as situated upon the Airport property for which they 
originally were constructed, they strongly communicate their association with 
early commercial air travel.  With respect to the hangars’ setting, the 
immediate setting of the two hangars has been somewhat compromised with 
their relocation in 1967 and 1968, as their immediate setting is now 
somewhat different than when they were originally constructed.  When first 
built, the hangars were oriented so that each one flanked a central element, 
the United Airport Terminal.  However, when they were later relocated on the 
Airport property, they were placed by other hangar buildings, so that they no 
longer have the same relationship to the Terminal Building.  At this time, 
they were placed so that they still had open space separating them from one 
another, but their general orientation to one another shifted as they became 
generally aligned in space to one another.  Nonetheless, despite the 
reconfiguration in their orientation to one another—as well as their 
relationship to other adjacent buildings—the hangars overall setting 
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continues to be the Airport property, and in this respect their integrity of 
setting can be said to be fair to good. 

All in all, when evaluating the seven aspects of integrity of the hangars that 
convey their historical significance, they have a relatively high degree of 
integrity with respect to their design, materials, workmanship, feeling and 
association.  The hangars’ location and setting has been impacted by their 
relocation on the Airport property in 1967 and 1968, but given that that they 
are being evaluated primarily for their architectural value under Criteria 
Consideration B for Moved Properties, the hangars retain a high enough 
degree of integrity to convey their architectural significance. 

Significance Evaluation 

Because Hangars 1 and 2 were relocated on the Airport property and are 

being evaluated under the NRHP’s Criteria Consideration B for Moved 

Properties, what follows in this section is not only a general discussion of the 

hangar’s significance but also a brief discussion of the manner in which 

Hangars 1 and 2 meet the criteria consideration. 

Hangars 1 and 2, constructed in 1929, are associated with the early 
development of the Airport property and the context that follows:  The 
Establishment and Operation of United Air Terminal (1929-1940).  They each 
were evaluated as an example of the Hangar Property Type.  Originally, 
Hangars 1 and 2 were located on either side of the Terminal Building 
(Building 10).  Despite their relocation to another area of the Airport 
property, Hangars 1 and 2 continue to retain a high level of integrity and 
therefore clearly convey the historical associations of early commercial air 
travel.  There is no evidence that Hangars 1 and 2 are significantly 
associated with historic personages or events important to local, State, or 
national history; therefore, they don’t meet Criteria Consideration B as a 
surviving property most importantly associated with a historic person or 
event.  However, Hangars 1 and 2 do possess architectural value.  They were 
designed and constructed by the Austin Company, a highly proficient 
construction firm specializing in the development of large-scale industrial 
complexes in the early twentieth century.  Hangars 1 and 2 are excellent 
examples of late 1920s hangars, displaying innovation in their use of 
engineering technology. Notable architectural features of the hangars include 
the following: the use of steel trusses to provide greater light and space than 
would have been possible to achieve without them; the large Fenestra doors 
that work to enclose the large door openings located on the front and rear 
elevations of the hangars at times that planes do not need ready access to 
the interior space within them; the interior track that allows the large hangar 
doors to move around the space they enclose with ease; and the large span 
of metal, industrial clerestory windows located to both sides of the hangars 
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that permit a large quantity of natural light to enter the interior space of the 
two buildings. 

Therefore, Hangars 1 and 2 appear to meet the threshold of significance to 
be eligible for the National Register under Criterion C as excellent examples 
of late 1920s Hangars.  Because the Hangars are significant primarily for 
their architectural value, they meet Criteria Consideration B for Moved 
Properties, as discussed above.   

Building 3 
Architectural Description 

When Hangar 3—a long, rectangular hangar—was constructed in 1941, the 
present two-story Building 3 was appended to its rear (south) elevation 
(Figures 63 through 67).  At this time, it extended slightly beyond the 
hangar’s side (east and west) elevations.  However, in its current form, 
Building 3 does not represent its historical appearance.   Hangar 3 was 
demolished circa 2004, and as a result of its removal, it appears that the 
north (rear) elevation of Building 3 has been infilled with concrete. 

In its present condition, Building 3 is a utilitarian, two-story concrete building 
with a rectangular footprint, concrete foundation, reinforced concrete walls 
with a board form finish, and flat roof with a short parapet.  Raised concrete 
bands encircle the building at locations above and below the first and second 
floor window openings and at the roof-line with the exception of the altered 
north elevation.  Overall, the windows are a mixture of original and replaced 
windows, with the multi-pane metal sash industrial style windows dating 
from the initial construction. 

The east elevation is characterized by two rows of single and triple industrial 
style metal sash windows.  Located at the north and south ends of the east 
elevation are triple industrial style metal sash windows that wrap around to 
the north and south elevations (alteration, the window panes of one first-
floor window were replaced with AC equipment).  A single-door entrance with 
transom windows (alteration, both appear replaced) is located on the second 
floor.  A metal stairway attached to the east elevation leads to the second-
floor entrance.  Beneath the second-story window to the immediate north of 
the entrance, the exterior concrete has been patched.  

The west elevation has four single-pane fixed windows (alteration, appears to 
be replacements) and a tall multi-light metal sash industrial style window 
centered over an oversized garage door opening (alteration, the metal door 
appears to be a replacement).  The primary entrance into the building is 
centered on the west elevation and consists of glass double doors 
(alteration).  A concrete pathway lined with metal railings (alteration) leads  
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Figure 63 Aerial photograph of Building 3; note the outline of the 
former footprint of Hangar 3 located to the right of Building 3 

 

SOURCE: Bing Maps 
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Figure 64 North (rear) and west (side) elevation of Building 3 

 

SOURCE: ESA, 2015 

 

Figure 65 North (rear) and east (side) elevation of Building 3 

 

SOURCE: ESA, 2015 
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Figure 66 East (side) elevation of Building 3, View west 

 

SOURCE: ESA, 2015 

Figure 67 West (side) elevation of Building 3, View northeast 

 

SOURCE: ESA, 2018 
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up to the entrance shielded by a wood cover supported by four wood posts 
(alteration). 

The north elevation is a combination of openings of various sizes and 
windows and doors of various types resulting from the removal of the hangar 
once attached to this elevation.  While the other elevations are board-formed 
concrete, this elevation is finished with smooth concrete.  Along the first floor 
are single and double door openings (alteration, doors replaced) and a large 
oversized opening.  The second- floor has four multi-pane metal sash 
windows and one single-pane fixed window (alteration).  On the second floor 
are two single doors, accessed by a metal spiral staircase and a long 
concrete balcony.  Because of dense vegetation and a fence, the south 
elevation was obscured.  ESA did not survey the interior of Building 3. 

Integrity Analysis 

Building 3 was designed as an appendage to Hangar 3, which served the 
primary function.  Due to the removal of Hangar 3, which was previously 
attached to the present north elevation of Building 3, Building 3 no longer 
retains integrity of design, materials, and workmanship.  Furthermore, the 
side (east and west) elevations independent of the hangar have suffered 
alterations such as the replacement of windows and doors and infill of 
openings.  Because of the loss of the primary Hangar 3, Building 3 no longer 
conveys feeling or association from the period of significance, 1941, when 
the hangar was constructed.  Furthermore, the setting of Building 3 has been 
partially compromised by the removal of Hangar 3, contemporary 
construction, and the relocation of Hangars 1 and 2 to the direct west.  
Building 3 only retains integrity of location. 

Significance Evaluation 

A previous evaluation from 2002 recommended Building 3 ineligible under 
any of the National Register criteria.115  At the time of this evaluation, the 
hangar attached to Building 3 was extant.  ESA agrees with the 
recommendations provided in the previous evaluation.  Based on our 
evaluation, Building 3 is substantially altered due to the removal of a hangar 
once attached to its north elevation and does not retain integrity, as 
described above.  Due to extensive alterations, Building 3 no longer 
retains enough integrity to convey its historical significance, and it is 
not found individually eligible to the National Register. Furthermore, 
Building 3 appears ineligible to the National Register as a contributor 
to a potential district. 

 

115 Stacey C. Jordan, Historic Property Inventory and Evaluation for the Burbank-Glendale- Pasadena Airport, Burbank 
California.  Prepared by Mooney & Associates (2002). 
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Hangars 4 and 5 
Architectural Description 

Hangars 4 and 5 are examples of Quonset style Hangars exhibiting open two 
hinge truss construction.  Hangar 4 (located to the north) and Hangar 5 
(located to the south) are both of identical design, construction and 
materials.  They are connected together at their side elevations by a one-
story building with a rectangular plan (Figures 68 through 77).  The 
hangars have concrete foundations, are sheathed with corrugated metal 
sheeting, and covered by round arched roofs.  The roofs of both hangars 
appear to be covered with tar.  Located on the east and west elevations of 
both Hangars 4 and 5 are oversize outrigger doors divided into twelve equal 
sections, stepped to slide into the side door pockets that extend past the 
arched roof.  There are single-doors centered on these door pockets.  
Extending the length of the oversize opening is a narrow, corrugated metal, 
sloped roof overhang attached to the Quonset structure.  At the center of the 
arch on the east and west elevations there is an adjustable door to 
accommodate the tailgate of the plane (alteration, the east elevation of 
Hangar 5 has a replacement roll-up, metal door).   

As previously stated, a one-story building sheathed in corrugated metal with 
a long rectangular plan is located between the south elevation of Hangar 4 
and the north elevation of Hangar 5, connecting the hangars together.  An 
aerial photograph of the hangars taken in the years immediately following 
their construction shows that this building was either original to the hangars’ 
construction on the site or was added within six years of their construction 
(see Figure 36). The west elevation of this connector building has a concrete 
ramp leading up to sliding barn style doors set-back behind the door pocket 
wings.  Meanwhile, the opposite east elevation is recessed behind the east 
elevations of the hangars and protected by a tall chain link fence.  The east 
elevation of the building that connects the two hangars together appears to 
be a corrugated metal surface without openings.   

To the interior of each of the hangars, the open two hinge truss construction 
is readily visible, and it is the primary feature of what is otherwise open, 
undifferentiated space.  At an unknown point in time, it also appears that 
each of the two hangars were subject to minor alterations to their interior; 
long, one-story bands of office space were added to the north and south 
sides of both hangars.  
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Figure 68 Aerial View of Hangar 4 (Right) and Hangar 5 (Left) 

 

SOURCE: Bing Maps 

 

Figure 69 East Elevation of Hangars 4 and 5, View Southwest 

 

SOURCE: ESA, 2015 
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Figure 70 East Elevation of Hangar 5, View Southwest 

 

SOURCE: ESA, 2018 

 

Figure 71 East Elevation of Hangar 4, View west 

 

SOURCE: ESA, 2015 
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Figure 72 North elevation of Hangar 4 showing Quonset roof, View 
south  

 

SOURCE: ESA, 2015 

 

Figure 73 One story Connector Building West elevation View east 

 

SOURCE: ESA, 2015 
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Figure 74 West Elevation of Hangars 4 and 5, View southeast 

 

SOURCE: ESA, 2015 

 

Figure 75 Interior of Hangar 4, View east 

 
SOURCE: ESA, 2018 
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Figure 76 West elevation of Hangar 5, View Southeast 

 
SOURCE: ESA, 2018 

 

Figure 77 Interior of Hangar 5, View east 

 

SOURCE: ESA, 2015 
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Integrity Analysis 

Hangars 4 and 5 largely retain their integrity of location, design, setting, 
materials, workmanship, and association nearly intact.  The hangars appear 
to be unaltered and are situated in their original location.  Therefore, the 
hangars retain their exterior and interior character-defining features and 
physical and spatial relationships with the other buildings and hangars on the 
Airport property.  Because the hangars retain integrity of design, 
workmanship and feeling, they also retain their feeling as Mid-Century 
hangars.  Furthermore, the hangars are still in use and therefore retain 
integrity of association.  

Significance Evaluation 

Hangars 4 and 5 were constructed in 1946.  Therefore, these hangars were 
evaluated under the historic context that follows:  Lockheed Aircraft’s 
Ownership and Occupancy of the Airport Property (1940-1989).  They were 
evaluated as examples of World War II and Cold War Era Airplane Hangars as 
previously described under the Airplane Hangar Building Type.  Due to their 
construction date of 1946, it appears that Hangars 4 and 5 were constructed 
shortly after WWII ended.  As such, Hangars 4 and 5 do not appear to have 
direct significance tied to events associated with either World War II or 
Lockheed Aircraft design and production.  The original use of Hangars 4 
and 5 are unknown and were most likely built as aircraft storage facilities.  In 
1989, the first permit of record lists Federal Express as the tenant, who 
continues the use today.  Additionally, there is no evidence that Hangars 4 
and 5 are significantly associated with historic personages important to local, 
State, or national history.  Furthermore, Hangars 4 and 5 do not appear to 
be an excellent example of a pre-fabricated steel Quonset hut style hangar; 
hangars of this type were ubiquitous during the 1940s, especially on military 
facilities, and their construction persists to the present day.  Moreover, 
Hangars 4 and 5 do not appear to be custom designed to accommodate a 
particular function or specific airplane model nor do they appear to be 
designed by a master architect or contractor.   

A previous evaluation from 2002 recommended Hangars 4 and 5 ineligible 
under any of the National Register criteria.116  ESA concurs with the 
recommendations provided in the previous evaluation.  Based on our 
evaluation, Hangars 4 and 5 do not appear individually eligible to the 
National Register, nor do they appear eligible to the National 
Register as contributors to a potential district. 

 

116 Stacey C. Jordan, Historic Property Inventory and Evaluation for the Burbank-Glendale- 
Pasadena Airport, Burbank California.  Prepared by Mooney & Associates (2002). 
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Hangars 6, 7 and 7a 
Architectural Description 

Located to the east of Hangars 4 and 5, Hangars 6, 7, and 7A are examples 
of Quonset style Hangars exhibiting two types of construction:  closed warren 
truss and open two hinge truss (Figures 78 through 82).  Hangars 7 and 7A 
are of similar size, design and both exhibit closed warren truss construction.  
Hangars 7 and 7A are connected on their north and south elevations by two, 
one-story shed roof additions.  Hangar 6 is larger in size and exhibits open 
two hinge truss construction.  Hangar 6 is connected to the north elevation of 
Hangar 7 by a one-story building with a rectangular plan.  The three hangars 
have concrete foundations, are sheathed with corrugated metal sheeting, and 
covered by round arched roofs.  The oversize openings for plane entry and 
exit are located on the east and west elevations of the hangars.  The subtle 
differences between Hangars 7 and 7A compared to Hangar 6 are described 
in the following paragraphs. 

Located on the east and west elevations of Hangars 7 and 7A are oversize 
outrigger doors divided into multiple narrow sections, stepped to slide into 
the side door pockets that extend past the arched roof.  Extending the length 
of the oversize opening is a narrow, corrugated metal, sloped roof overhang 
attached to the primary Quonset structure.  Attached to the south elevation 
of Hangar 7A is a one-story office building extending beyond the east 
elevation of Hangar 7A.  Sheathed in corrugated metal, the office buildings 
have a slightly sloping roof, an aluminum slider window, fixed aluminum 
windows and a pair of glass doors covered by a fabric awning.  The closed 
warren truss construction is apparent in the interior of Hangars 7 and 7A.  
Offices are located in the one-story shed additions located on the north 
elevation of Hangar 7A and south elevation of Hangar 7 and these offices are 
accessed from the interior of the Hangars.  Within Hangar 7 there is a 
passageway to Hangar 6 on the north wall.    

Although Hangar 6 is taller and wider, Hangar 6 has a similar design to 
Hangars 7 and 7A, using an open hinge truss.  Hangar 6 also has oversize 
outrigger doors divided into twelve sections that slide into the side door 
pockets that extend past the arched roof framed above by a narrow, 
corrugated metal, sloped roof overhang.  At the center of the arch on the 
east and west elevations there is an adjustable door to accommodate the 
tailgate of the plane.  A one-story building sheathed in corrugated metal with 
a long rectangular plan is located between the south elevation of Hangar 6 
and the north elevation of Hangar 7, connecting the hangars together.  The 
one-story addition is the same length as Hangar 6 and extends past the 
primary elevations of Hangar 7.  The east elevation of this connector building 
has a concrete ramp leading up to corrugated metal sliding barn style doors, 
a tall fixed window, and a single-glass door covered by a fabric awning.   
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Figure 78 Aerial of Hangar 6, 7, and 7A  

 

SOURCE: Bing Maps 

 

Figure 79 West elevation of Hangar 6, with Hangar 7 and 7A in the 
distance, View southeast  

 

SOURCE: ESA, 2015 
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Figure 80 West elevation of Hangar 6 and 7, View northeast 

 
SOURCE: ESA, 2015 

 

Figure 81 Interior of Hangar 6 

 
SOURCE: ESA, 2015 
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Figure 82 Interior of Hangar 7A 

 

SOURCE: ESA, 2015 

 

The opposite west elevation has corrugated metal sliding barn style doors, a 
single panel door, and a one-room addition with a lower roof height.  Within 
Hangar 6, the open two hinge truss is visible.  There are built-in offices 
located on the north and south walls of the hangar. 

Integrity Analysis 

Hangars 6, 7 and 7A largely retain their integrity of location, design, setting, 
materials, workmanship, and association nearly intact.  First, the hangars are 
situated in their original location.  Secondly, despite alterations such as 
additions of ancillary one-story support buildings onto secondary elevations, 
the hangars retain their exterior and interior character-defining features, 
such as sheathing materials, hangar form, steel truss work, and doors.  
Because the hangars retain integrity of design, workmanship and feeling, 
they also retain their feeling as Mid-Century Hangars.  Also, the hangars 
retain their physical and spatial relationships with the other buildings and 
hangars on the Airport property.  Furthermore, the hangars still maintain 
their historical airplane use and therefore retain integrity of association.  

Significance Evaluation 

Hangars 6, 7 and 7A were constructed during a period of time ranging from 
1942 to circa 1948, and they were built in a row with their side elevations 
conjoined.  These hangars were evaluated under the historic context that 
follows:  Lockheed Aircraft’s Ownership and Occupancy of the Airport 
Property (1940-1989). They were evaluated as examples of World War II and 
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Cold War Era Airplane Hangars as previously described under the Airplane 
Hangar Building Type.   

Lockheed’s B-5 Plant (Hangars 6, 7, and 7A) was the home of the Field 
Service Program providing customer service, maintenance advice and 
services to Lockheed customers when their aircraft was in need of service.  
During the war years, most of the work performed by the Field Service 
employees was completed off site, requiring remote assignments at military 
installations.  Therefore, Hangars 6, 7 and 7A do not appear to have direct 
significance tied to events associated with WWII, or Lockheed Aircraft design 
and production.  Additionally, there is no evidence that Hangars 6, 7, and7A 
are significantly associated with historic personages important to local, State, 
or national history.  Furthermore, Hangars 6, 7, and 7A do not appear to be 
an excellent example of a pre-fabricated steel Quonset hut style hangar 
constructed during WWII.  Hangars of this type were ubiquitous during the 
1940s, especially on military facilities, and their construction persists to the 
present day.  Hangars 6, 7 and 7A do not appear to be custom designed to 
accommodate a particular function or specific airplane model nor do they 
appear to be designed by a master architect or contractor.   

A previous evaluation of the Airport property that dates to 2002 
recommended Hangars 6, 7, and 7A ineligible under any of the National 
Register criteria.117  ESA concurs with the recommendations provided in the 
previous evaluation.  Based upon ESA’s own evaluation, Hangars 6, 7 
and 7A do not appear individually eligible to the National Register.  
Furthermore, Hangars 6, 7 and 7A appear ineligible to the National 
Register as contributors to a potential district. 

Hangar 22 
Architectural Description 

Located on the northwest quadrant of the Airport property and towards its 
western boundary, Hangar 22 is a square hangar with a medium pitch gable 
roof on a gabled steel girder frame.  The east elevation of the building, which 
is the primary façade and faces onto the runway, is comprised of two sets of 
four large sliding outrigger doors (Figure 83).  The front façade extends past 
the side elevations (the south and north elevations) of the hangar, creating a 
pocket of space to the interior of the hangar into which each of the two set of 
doors on the façade can slide (Figure 84).  This allows the majority of the 
façade to be open to the exterior in order to facilitate the smooth entry and 
exit of the planes as they taxi into the hangar.  The hangar has a concrete  

 

117 Stacey C. Jordan, Historic Property Inventory and Evaluation for the Burbank-Glendale- 
Pasadena Airport, Burbank California.  Prepared by Mooney & Associates (2002). 
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Figure 83 Front View of Hangar 22, View West 

 
SOURCE: ESA, 2018 
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Figure 84 South Elevation of Hangar 22, View East. Towards the 
center of the image is shown the extension of the front façade, which 
creates a pocket in which to house the large entry doors that provide 

access to hangar’s interior when they are recessed. 

 
SOURCE: ESA, 2018 

foundation, and it is sheathed with corrugated metal sheeting.  The roofing 
material is unknown (it is likely metal), but regularly spaced rectangular 
skylights punctuate the roof (Figure 85).  The steel girder frame that 
supports the structure is expressed to the hangar’s interior.   

Located to the rear of Hangar 22 is a large one-story addition that provides 
office space for the hangar, which today serves as a maintenance and 
storage facility for private aircraft (Figure 86).  The addition, which is stucco 
on frame, is appended to the hangar so that it appears to be largely 
reversible, although some new openings have been introduced into the north 
and west walls of the hangar, such as a window in one of the offices that 
directly interfaces with the hangar structure (Figure 87).  Offices in the 
addition are arranged along a double-loaded corridor that runs in a north-
south direction (Figure 88).  
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Figure 85 Interior View of Hangar 22, View Southeast 

 
SOURCE: ESA, 2018 
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Figure 86 East and North Elevation of the one-story addition that is 
appended to the rear of Hangar 22, View Southwest 

 

SOURCE: ESA, 2018 
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Figure 87 Typical interior of one of the offices in the addition that is 
appended to the rear of Hangar 22. This office has a window that 

represents a new opening introduced into the original hangar 
structure. View Southwest. 

 
SOURCE: ESA, 2018 
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Figure 88 Offices in the addition appended to the rear of Hangar 22 
are arranged along a double-loaded corridor. View South. 

 

SOURCE: ESA, 2018 

 

Integrity Analysis 

Hangar 22 largely retains its integrity of location, design, setting, materials, 
workmanship, and feeling nearly intact.  The hangar appears to be unaltered, 
with the exception of a large addition to the rear of the structure and the 
recent remodeling of the interior.  The hangar is situated in its original 
location on the Airport property and, therefore, retains the spatial 
relationships that it originally had to other buildings on the Airport property, 
although many of the buildings that surround it are infill of more recent 
construction.  The hangar retains its integrity in regard to both the exterior 
and the interior of the hangar structure, itself, although the large addition to 
the rear of the hangar has been recently remodeled and does not contribute 
to the historic significance of the hangar structure.  Because the hangar 
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largely retains integrity of design and workmanship, it also retains its feeling 
as a World War II and Cold War Era Airplane Hangar.  Today, the hangar also 
continues its historic use as an airplane hangar as it currently serves as a 
maintenance and storage facility for private aircraft.  For this reason, the 
hangar also retains integrity of association.  

Significance Evaluation 

Hangar 22 was constructed in 1955.  Therefore, the hangar was evaluated 
under the historic context that follows:  Lockheed Aircraft’s Ownership and 
Occupancy of the Airport Property (1940 -1989).  It was evaluated as an 
example of World War II and Cold War Era Airplane Hangars as previously 
described under the Airplane Hangar Building Type.  Due to the hangar’s late 
construction in 1955, Hangar 22 was constructed ten years after the end of 
World War II.  As such, Hangar 22 does not appear to have significance as 
tied to events associated with World War II or with Lockheed Aircraft design 
and production during the war.  The original use of Hangar 22 is unknown, 
but it was most likely built as an aircraft maintenance and storage facility, a 
use that continues to this day.  Additionally, there is no evidence that Hangar 
22 is significantly associated with historic personages important to local, 
State, or national history.  Furthermore, Hangar 22 does not appear to be an 
excellent example of a World War II and Cold War Era Airplane Hangar as 
previously described earlier in this report under the Airplane Hangar Building 
Type.  Hangars of this type were ubiquitous in the decades following World 
War II.  Moreover, Hangar 22 does not appear to be custom designed to 
accommodate a particular function or specific airplane model nor does it 
appear to be designed by a master architect, engineer, or contractor.  Based 
upon ESA’s evaluation, Hangar 22 is not found to be eligible to the 
National Register as an individually-eligible building.  Furthermore, 
Hangar 22 appears ineligible to the National Register as a contributor 
to a potential district. 

Hangars 34 and 35 
Architectural Description 

Located across the airfield from Hangars 4 and 5 and Hangars 6, 7 and 7A, 
Hangars 34 and 35 (Figures 89 through 97) are also examples of Quonset 
style Hangars exhibiting open two hinge truss construction.  Hangar 34 
(west) and Hangar 35 (east) are both of identical design, construction and 
materials connected at their side elevations by two hyphens.  The Hangars 
have concrete foundations, are sheathed with corrugated metal sheeting, and 
covered by round arched roofs.  Located on the north and south elevations of 
both Hangars 34 and 35 are oversize outrigger doors divided into twelve 
equal sections, stepped to slide into the side door pockets that extend past 
the arched roof.  There are single-doors centered on these door pockets.   
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Figure 89 Aerial View of Hangar 34 (left) and Hangar 35 (right) 

 

SOURCE: Bing Maps 

 

Figure 90 South Elevation of Hangars 34 and 35, View North 

 

SOURCE: Bing Maps 
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Figure 91 West Elevation of Hangars 34 and 35, View East 

 

SOURCE: ESA, 2015 

 

Figure 92 South Elevation of Hangar 34, View Northwest  

 

SOURCE: ESA, 2018 
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Figure 93 South Elevation of Hangar 35, View Northeast  

 

SOURCE: ESA, 2018 

 

Figure 94 Interior of Hangar 35 

 

SOURCE: ESA, 2018 
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Figure 95 Interior of Hangar 34, View West  

 

SOURCE: ESA, 2015 

 

Figure 96 South Elevation of Building 34A, View North 

 

SOURCE: ESA, 2018 
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Figure 97 West Elevation of Building 34A, View Northeast  

 

SOURCE: ESA, 2015 

 

Extending the length of the oversize opening is a narrow, corrugated metal, 
sloped roof overhang attached to the primary Quonset structure.  At the 
center of the arch on the north and south elevations there is an adjustable 
door to accommodate the tailgate of the plane.  In the interior of the 
hangars, the open two hinge truss construction is apparent and is the 
primary feature of the open spaces. 

Integrity Analysis 

Hangars 34 and 35 largely retain their integrity of location, design, setting, 
materials, workmanship, and feeling nearly intact.  The hangars appear to be 
unaltered and are situated in their original location.  Therefore, the hangars 
retain their exterior and interior character-defining features and physical and 
spatial relationships with the other buildings on the Airport property.   

Located beside the west elevation of Hangar 34 is a small one-story concrete 
building that appears to be used for maintenance or storage.  The south 
elevation has two eight-light metal frame windows, one single-door 
(alteration, door replaced) and an attached metal cover (alteration).  The 
west elevation has barn-style metal corrugated doors and two eight-light 
metal frame windows (alteration, it appears one window opening has been 
infilled).  The east elevation and rear (north) elevations were obscured from 
view. 
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Because the Hangars retain integrity of design, workmanship and feeling, 
they also retain their feeling as World War II and Cold War Era Airplane 
Hangars.  However, today, the hangars are no longer used by the Flying 
Tigers or for an airplane associated use.  Hangar 35 is currently being used 
as the ARFF station.  For this reason, the Hangars do not retain integrity of 
association.  

Significance Evaluation 

Hangars 34 and 35 were constructed in approximately 1952.  Therefore, 
these Hangars were evaluated under the historic context that follows:  
Lockheed Aircraft’s Ownership and Occupancy of the Airport Property (1940 -
1989).  They were evaluated as an example of World War II and Cold War 
Era Airplane Hangars as previously described under the Airplane Hangar 
Building Type.  Due to their late construction in 1952, Hangars 34 and 35 
were constructed approximately seven years after the end of WWII.  As such, 
Hangars 34 and 35 do not appear to have direct significance tied to events 
associated with WWII, or Lockheed Aircraft design and production.  The 
original use of Hangars 34 and 35 are unknown and were most likely built as 
aircraft storage facilities.  Additionally, there is no evidence that Hangars 34 
and 35 are significantly associated with historic personages important to 
local, State, or national history.  Furthermore, Hangars 34 and 35 do not 
appear to be an excellent example of a pre-fabricated steel Quonset hut style 
hangar.  Hangars of this type were ubiquitous during the 1940s, especially on 
military facilities, and their construction persists to the present day.  
Moreover, Hangars 34 and 35 do not appear to be custom designed to 
accommodate a particular function or specific airplane model nor do they 
appear to be designed by a master architect, engineer, or contractor.  Based 
on our evaluation, Hangars 34 and 35 do not appear eligible to the 
National Register as individually-eligible buildings.  Furthermore, 
Hangars 34 and 35 appear ineligible to the National Register as 
contributors to a potential district. 

Conclusion 
In this report, ESA analyzed the Airport property to determine if there 
existed a potential district compromised of facilities associated with the 
historic United Air Terminal.  Although historic research found that the United 
Air Terminal building complex was significantly associated with early 
commercial air travel, the facility has lost a majority of the key features 
associated with that historic context.  The National Park Service identified six 
features commonly associated with historic air terminals, as follows:  
hangars/aircraft shelters, passenger terminals, airline traffic control towers, 
ground service facilities, administration facilities, and flight training facilities.  
In the case of the historic United Air Terminal building complex, only one 
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building type other than the passenger terminal—the hangar building type—
remains extant from the period of significance (1929-1949).  The structures 
that represent this building type and retain a high enough degree of integrity 
to be considered contributors to a potential district are as follows:  Hangar 1, 
Hangar 2, Hangar 4, Hangar 5, Hangar 6, Hangar 7, Hangar 7A, Hangar 34, 
and Hangar 35.  Although the footprint of the original Terminal Building 
(Building 10) completed in 1929 remains on the site, the building itself has 
been remodeled during the 1950s which changed its style from Spanish 
Colonial Revival to Modern, it was damaged by fire in 1966 when the second 
floor and control tower were destroyed, the building was substantially 
reconstructed after the fire, and later further remodeled in a more 
contemporary style and altered such that it no longer retains any integrity 
from its original construction.  Due to the substantial changes that have 
occurred in the more than 70 years since the Terminal Building’s 
(Building 10) period of significance, it is not eligible for listing as a 
contributor to a potential National Register district.  Furthermore, the Airport 
property also has a strong association with Lockheed Aircraft, which owned 
the property from 1949 - 1978, and subsequently occupied a portion of the 
Airport property from 1978 - 1989.  However, the majority of facilities 
related to that historic context are no longer extant as they have been 
subject to demolition.  Therefore, based on these findings, ESA has 
concluded that the Airport property does not retain enough integrity under 
either of the two historic contexts under which it was evaluated—one related 
to early commercial air travel and the other to Lockheed Aircraft’s ownership 
and occupancy of the Airport property—to convey its significance.  Thus, ESA 
concluded that the Airport property is not eligible for listing in the National 
Register as a potential district. 

ESA further evaluated the individual eligibility of twelve (12) hangars and 
buildings over 50 years in age for listing in the National Register.  The 
Terminal Building (Building 10), Building 3, Hangars 4 and 5, Hangars 6, 7, 
and 7A, Hangar 22, and Hangars 34 and 35 were found to be ineligible for 
listing on the National Register.  This finding also confirms those from 
previous evaluations conducted in 1987 and 2002, which recommended that 
the Terminal Building (Building 10), Building 3, Hangars 4 and 5, and 
Hangars 6, 7 and 7A ineligible to the National Register.  ESA found that 
Hangars 1 and 2, which were previously unevaluated, retain integrity to 
convey their significance under the National Register’s Criteria Consideration 
B for Moved Properties and that they appear individually eligible to the 
National Register under Criterion C as rare similar examples of early 
commercial aviation hangars and under Criteria Consideration B for moved 
properties that are primarily of architectural significance. 
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